
Worlds Plot 491 

Chapter 491 - 11.17 First Green Star - Haunted Asylum (6) 

After killing three mental patients which are considered mob monsters, those who were watching Han 

Ya's live streams are all cheering. Even Manager Tian who was afraid of his own player is now 

celebrating seeing his player's view had increased from 10k to 100k instantly during the fight. 

Livestream Platform comment section 

'Damn! So badass! He didn't even hesitate to kill the monster!' 

'Is this really a new player? He is more than fearless. He had stable fighting capabilities. Amazing!' 

'Male God! Oh my so hot! Did you see his muscle bulge the moment he threw the spear? I thought he 

was a weak chicken but he is a warrior!' 

'Fuck! I'm subscribing to this channel!' 

'Me too' 

'+2' 

'+100' 

While Han Ya's channel is on the hot seat, Han Ya himself has gone past the two female players. They 

were shaking in fear. Terrified by monsters first and then frightened by Han Ya's action just now. He 

truly did not care about them. If his attack had hit them this fierce man would never care about them at 

all. 

But they are more afraid of death, and their desire to live overwhelms their fear towards Han Ya. They 

reached out their hands trying to seduce Han Ya. Their clothes were disheveled and half of their chest 

and legs were open for everyone to see. 

Meng Lan, who was flashing her chest, said, "Mister~ nice to meet you. My name is Meng Lan. You can 

call me Lan'er or Xiao Lan ba~" nov𝗲𝐋𝓊𝗌𝒷\𝒸/o/𝗆 

Flashing his long legs under her mini skirt, Sui Rou pretended to twist her ankle and said, "Big brother~ 

Rourou seems to twist her ankle. Please help Rourou, Gege~" 

But unfortunately, as someone who stood at the position with power, fame, and strength, he had seen 

all this about this kind of play. He is used to it and never fell into any kind of seduction. Even though he 

has human emotions right now, most of it only comes out when he is in front of An Yuan. As for the rest 

of the human race, he doesn't care at all. 

He blocked their hands with his spear and looked down on them. 

Han Ya's words and tone were stony. "Do not touch me." Then he walked towards Professor An Yuan, 

ignoring the two females completely. 

Professor An Yuan met him halfway. Though he looked silly flailing his arms in front of him as he couldn't 

see. Using the Virtual Map in his brain, he knew that it was Han Ya who was approaching him. The other 



two who were stuck together must be the female players. They keep an obvious distance from them, 

mostly frightened by Han Ya. 

He didn't say what was happening in front of him but his manager was so excited as he narrated the 

whole scene word by word. He is more professional than most storytellers. An Yuan had vividly imagined 

the scene with Manager Gui's narration. 

An Yuan asked, "Are you alright? Hurt somewhere?" as he pats here and there checking for injuries on 

Han Ya's body. He would definitely react if he touched a wounded part. Thankfully, there is no reaction, 

which means that he didn't get hurt at all. 

"I'm not hurt anywhere. You worry too much A'Yuan," said Han Ya, as usual, his fierce expression faded 

in the presence of Professor An Yuan. 

The two females saw the interaction between the two male players and realized why Han Ya, this strong 

player, had a stone heart towards them despite being weak females. 

Sui Rou whispered, "Fuck! No wonder he doesn't react like normal males. He is a gay man!" 

"Why would he like that blind and useless man when there are girls in here!?" whispered back Meng 

Lan. 

The two turned deaf ears on them and An Yuan especially stopped Han Ya from rebuking the two 

annoying female players. 

Manager Gui and Manager Tian approached their players as they spotted two furballs floating near the 

two females. One had cat ears while the other had dog ears. They look like stuffed animals in furball 

versions. But their expressions were ugly when looking at their players. They do not like the players 

designated to them at all. 

Manager Tian was happily reporting to Han Ya. 

[Boss, you've killed 3 mental patients out of 42. You now have 30 gold coins. But the Good News is that 

your audience view reaches 100k. If these views didn't go down before the end of the movie, you would 

be able to receive your salary for the movie. 0.5 gold coins per view.] 

"I see. Exchange the 30 gold coins. 10 for food and drinks for two people. Buy some jackets and boots. Is 

there a swiss knife? Buy that too or none, an ordinary dagger would be okay as well." 

[...QAQ...] 

Hearing the orders from his boss he knew that the money cannot be saved as he has a lover to feed by 

his side. After exchanging everything his boss had requested, their gold coins are now down to 0 once 

again. 

Han Ya didn't even think twice about saving money. He had a lot at home. Once this movie is finished he 

would transfer everything to Manager Tian to handle. Right now his A'Yuan's well-being comes first. 

"Wear the jacket. We might venture into some cold places in this Asylum. Hide the dagger for self-

defense. Hide some chocolates in your pocket and hang the water on your waist. Those are your private 

rations. We can eat mine first." said Han Ya as he was helping the professor wear the jacket on him. 



Though the clothes were ordinary and didn't have enchantments like the ones Yan Lou had gifted to his 

wife. For their current budget, this was enough. Seeing things appearing in thin air around the two male 

players, Meng Lan and Sui Rou were stunned. They've never expected that such a thing is possible. 

Meng Lan asked with great hesitation and fear, "E-Excuse me. W-Where did you... Get all those things 

and that weapon...?" 

"Um? Did your managers not explain things to you? We bought all of this with the 50 gold colds new 

players like us received as a starter gift." It was An Yuan who answered as Han Ya is completely ignoring 

the presence of the two players. 

Meng Lan's face turned pale at this moment, she glanced at her furball cat manager who squinted her 

eyes on her. She obviously doesn't like her because her attitude from before sucks. In her panic, he 

strangles her manager and is teleported to the monster rest zone after offending her. 

Right now except for keeping her live stream going, her manager doesn't care about her anymore. Sui 

Rou's expression isn't that much different from Meng Lan's. She had been shouting at her fur ball dog 

Manager and got bitten more than thrice for angering her. 

The Cat Manager and Dog Manager suddenly spoke. 

[Player Meng Lan and Sui Rou's Violations. 

Offending your Managers and losing their support made them take back the starter gifts. Both players 

would not receive the starter gifts.] 

Meng Lan and Sui Rou exclaimed, "What!!!?" 

The two managers ignored them and continued their reports. 

[Successfully scheme against Player Su Lulu and killed her together. 

Rewards: 100 gold coins. 

Split for two players. Now Player Meng Lan and Player Sui Rou have 50 gold coins in their accounts. The 

Store is open for browsing. Choose whatever you wish to buy. 

Note: Money Loan is impossible with your manager's dislike towards you. Prepare to be abandoned by 

your manager after the movie.] 

The two managers started ignoring them again after completing their reports. Meng Lan and Sui Rou 

were worried when their reports were read out loud that the other players heard about them killing one 

of the players. 

As expected, An Yuan had pulled Han Ya away from them. The two females were already known as 

murderers. There is no way An Yuan would get along with them now. 

Manager Gui reacted differently. He has a smug expression on his face as he stares at the two female 

players. Manager Tian's face is not good as well. 



[They've offended the Managerial Society. Now no one from our place would accept players like them. If 

they can live through this movie their managers would abandon them and it will be hard to find movies 

to enter without our help. 

They can only join player agencies but most agencies made by players treat newbies like them as cannon 

fodder. They would die regardless of the result.] said, Manager Gui. 

An Yuan asked, "Are players not able to choose their own movies?" 

Manager Tian answered, [Only the Top 10 players on leaderboard could choose any movies without the 

help of their managers but for newbies to enter a movie without connection is impossible. This is why 

the Managerial Society would send temporary managers to every newly arrived newbie. I and Gui Gui 

are your temporary managers. Unless we signed a contract we would only have a temporary 

relationship.] 

[Don't worry. I will not leave you. Your only defect is your sight but that can be cured with enough gold 

coins. You are smart and calm. You are not the type to panic in a scary environment. You will be a great 

player in the future. We can sign the contract after this movie.] said Manager Gui. 

An Yuan said with a smile, "Thank you, Manager Gui Gui." 

Manager Gui noticed that his temporary player had a good foundation and high intelligence. Plus he has 

a big boss as an admirer. It wouldn't be hard to guess the future of An Yuan once his sight had returned. 

Moreover, he had checked An Yuan's profile multiple times before appearing before him. He realized 

that this man has hidden talent which is completely useful for survival. This kind of player is the type 

that grows. That's why Manager Gui wanted to sign him as his contracted player. 

While the two players and their manager were talking they suddenly heard a loud sound of mirrors 

breaking. When they turned around they saw the protected third ward's glass wall exploding outwards 

as the two female players had pulled off the yellow talisman placed at the door. A Yuan and Han Ya were 

okay as they were still wearing the defensive talisman that was bought before. 

BANG! CRASH!!! 

But Meng Lan and Sui Rou's endings were not good. Thought they had covered their eyes instinctively. 

The explosion of glass shards flying outwards had stabbed them all over their bodies. Now all their limbs 

were soaked in their own blood. There are even some shards that pierced their faces. Their current state 

is too miserable to look at. It wouldn't be surprising that they would die from blood loss soon. 

AAAHHH!! 

Meng Lan screamed, "M-My face? MY FACE!!!" 

"Urgh! I can't see with one eye. Huh? G-Glass shard!!? No way!! ARGGH!!!" yelled Sui Rou as she 

realized her current state. A glass was stabbing right on her left eye. She is now completely blind in one 

eye. 

Their screaming and that loud explosion just now woke up Hei Anjing who was enjoying his sleep. He is 

the type to get angry when he is woken up by someone, not his husband or family. Especially now that 

his soul is extremely weak, his mood swings are so bad as well. 



Hei Anjing's annoyed voice echoes in the ruined ward. 

"Ugh~ who the fuck wake me up!?" asked Hei Anjing as he groggily open his eyes. 

Everyone who was watching his live stream saw how moody his exquisite face is right now. His thin 

scarlet lips were downturned and his bad mood was in full display. His phoenix-shaped eyes were 

squinted and his eyebrows were frowning. 

But what startled every audience in his channel is that they're witnessing how his deep blue eyes slowly 

fade in hue and turn silver as he glares at the two screaming female players. The pressure of his aura 

stifled those who could feel it. His presence is overbearing making the other has a hard time breathing 

especially since now he was awakened on the wrong side of the bed. 

Meng Lan and Sui Rou covered their mouth ignoring the pain all over their bodies as they stifled their 

cries in terror. This beautiful man suddenly languidly rose from the bed. He is so carefree that he left his 

back open as if asking to be attacked from behind. 

But for a veteran fighter like Han Ya who is a former overlord in war, he could not see any openings 

coming from Hei Anjing. Instead, a chilling presence of death can be felt looming all over them. He 

instinctively pulled An Yuan behind him and firmly protected the professor behind him. He heads his 

spear in an upright manner as if he would attack anytime. 

There is nothing but silence in the area. Only the sound caused by Hei Anjing's movement on the bed 

can be heard. 

Rustles~ swish~ 

Hei Anjing asked his system, "Manager Yang, where are my slippers?" 

[Let me get it for you, Master.] 

Said the glowing little sun, as he floated down to carry the white rabbit slippers paired with his white 

rabbit pajamas. This set is sleepwear the Evil God, Yan Lou had gifted to him. He thought that since it 

was a gift from his husband, wearing it doesn't matter. 

His mood to sleep is completely gone instead a slight headache made him frown as he yawned. System 

Yang passed a glass of water to his Master and watched him pull a Cleansing Talisman to clean up the 

glass shards surrounding his room. His actions were natural as if he is a veteran player. 

All the other managers in the area try to check his information. But unlike before it was no longer open 

for viewing as his jealous husband locked all data about Hei Anjing. As the owner of Abyssal World, his 

authority is the highest. All they got is a warning letter for confidentiality and punishment for further 

actions. 

Hei Anjing stood up after wearing his sleepers and his silver irises scrutinizing everyone around. He saw 

the two male players who had been defensive towards him. But he knew that they weren't the ones 

who woke him up. Instead, his eyes turned colder as they landed on the female players covered in 

shards. 

Meng Lan and Sui Rou started trembling under his indifferent gaze. With a mischievous smirk in the 

corner of his lips he asked, 



"Who dares to wake me up from my nap?" 

Chapter 492 - 11.18 First Green Star - Haunted Asylum (7) 

"Who dares to wake me up from my nap?" asked Hei Anjing. 

Everyone can see him smiling though sarcastically but anyone with eyes can see that the depths of those 

argent orbs were not smiling at all. Instead, it was completely cold as if a piece of eternal ice no one 

could melt for all eternity. 

The two female players who caused the situation were all already crying in silence as they trembled so 

badly covered in blood. When Hei Anjing used a Cleansing Talisman to clean up the shards, even the 

ones on their bodies were cleaned up. Though they still look bloody at the moment now that the shards 

aren't there to block their open wounds anymore. 

Everyone saw Hei Anjing staring at the two ladies with a smile on his face. Though he looks so heavenly 

there is a dangerous feeling hidden behind that smile especially when paired up with rare silver orbs. 

Suddenly the silver color in his eyes slowly fades and returns to a deep blue shade. 

Sigh~ 

"Forget it. You... don't seem like the type to survive for too long~" said Hei Anjing even though his tone 

had teased it. 

Hearing his playful voice made the others feel chill all over their bodies and made them feel for sure 

how dangerous the gorgeous being is in front of them. System Yue prepared a corner for Hei Anjing to 

change his pajamas and instead wore the snow leopard hoodie and black tight pants that emphasized 

his slender and long legs. Instead of ordinary shoes, he wears military boots that would allow him to 

walk long journeys or use them for fighting. 

While he was changing his clothes, the comment section in Hei Anjing's channel was about to explode. 

'Damn! His eyes changed just now!?' 

'Is that an ability?' 

'No. I think it's based more on his emotions. If he is in rage his eyes would be turned to silver while 

spreading an aura of the strongest.' 

'Landlord! Your sugar baby seems to be so dangerous ba~' 

'Is he pretending to be weak after all?' 

'More likely he is an extreme person who loves thrills and loves to play around. An extremely dangerous 

kind~' 

'Ahh~ Ahh~ God. My Supreme Male God! Look here please~ wink towards here. I can send you a dozen 

of gifts too.' 

Then continuous gift notifications had sound once again. 

[SugarDaddy001 sent a gift of chocolates to Player Jing'er!] 



[LookHerePleaseBaby~ sent a special props Invisible Cloak to Player Jing'er.] 

[CallMeDaddyJing sent a special prop Middle Tier Healing Orb x3 to Player Jing'er.] 

[MaleGodJing'sPapa sent a high-tier Healing Salve one bottle to Player Jing'er.] 

Many other audiences were sending gifts when suddenly a flood of gifts from the Evil God overwhelmed 

everyone's gift. 

[IAmTheEvilGod sent a huge pile of chocolates to Player Jing'er!] 

[IAmTheEvilGod sent a special prop: Invisible Skill book for Player Jing'er] nov𝑒𝐥𝓊𝚜𝚋dot𝓬\o\𝗆 

[IAmTheEvilGod sent a special prop High Tier Healing Orb x100 to Player Jing'er.] 

[IAmTheEvilGod sent a high-tier Healing Salve 1000 bottle to Player Jing'er.] 

[IAmTheEvilGod sent Skill Book Purification to Player Jing'er.] 

[IAmTheEvilGod sent a Skill Book High Heal to Player Jing'er.] 

[IAmTheEvilGod sent....] 

[IAmTheEvilGod...+13] 

Everyone's reaction: [What the fuck dude! Let us show off too!!!] 

The sounds of Ding and Ping were almost going forever until Hei Anjing got pissed and scolded this 

jealousy incarnate husband of his. 

"Enough! Even my head is already ringing from all the noise!" Complained Hei Anjing who is now 

covering both his ears. 

Only after Hei Anjing complained that Yan Lou stopped flooding gifts to Hei Anjing's channel. At the 

moment his total views had already reached 600k. 

IAmTheEvilGod: 'Wife, can we... meet?' 

Hei Anjing unhesitatingly replied, "No... You come over here and find me instead." 

IAmTheEvilGod: 'OKAY!' 

Other audience's comments: 

'AHHH~ What the hell others come to watch horror and I instead got fed full of dog food on this 

channel.' 

'Munch* Munch* Munch* This Dog food is so delicious~' 

'The hell they've already planned to meet!! So envious~' 

'The hell!!! Is this still even a horror movie!? Why did it feel like I'm watching a romantic movie instead!' 



It took a while before Hei Anjing changed his clothes. Only when he did that did he approach Han Ya and 

An Yuan with a smile. He knew these two were the protagonists of this world and they were the ones 

destined to kill his husband who is the Villain. 

With a friendly smile on his face, Hei Anjing said, "Hi~ You can call me Hei. You guys are players like me 

right?" 

Han Ya keeps his vigilance in front of this smiling man. He could still feel that overbearing aura he had 

emitted just now. Such strength, he had only felt it from the Lord Evil God. 

"Are you human?" asked Han Ya. 

Hei Anjing replied, "Of course. Have you seen a non-humanplayer?" Well, you are the only one. 

Han Ya was speechless as he could somehow read Hei Anjing's thoughts at this moment. He had an 

inkling that this man knew that he is not a human at all. 

"..." 

Seeing that the conversation ended just like that Professor An Yuan could no longer bear hiding behind 

Han Ya and poked his head from behind and greeted Hei Anjing. 

An Yuan spoke, "Hello, Mr. Hei. My name is An Yuan and this one is called Han Ya. Nice to meet you." 

Hei Anjing nods his head as a returning greeting when suddenly they've heard an announcement within 

the area. 

PING! PONG! 

{Attention all Newbie Players! Welcome to Abyssal World. Your managers must have explained the 

details to you so let's move on to the movie. You are now inside the Movie: Gonjiam Haunted Asylum. 

Players role: Streamers 

All players need to perform their roles as Horror Times Streams in the whole movie. All of the props had 

been prepared. Wear it at all times in the movie or it would be considered a violation. 

Punishment: 5 gold coins less for every time the props were removed. Be careful. 

Remember to do your main and side missions! Start wearing your props and the camera will start rolling 

in half an hour.} 

The streaming props like camera, speakers, and microphones had all appeared in thin air after that 

cheerful announcement of the world. Managers like Yang, Gui, and Tian instructed their players how to 

put the props on them correctly. 

There are a lot of props that must be worn by the players. They need to stream like how the original 

character in the movie had done. 

The injured female players had used up their remaining gold coins to buy disinfectants and bandages for 

their wounds. Healing props like the ones gifted to Hei Anjing were too expensive for new players like 

them. Moreover, Meng Lan and Sui Rou had already offended Hei Anjing when they've disturbed his 



sleep and so asking for his help to lend them healing props is too embarrassing. Their managers were 

even sniggering at them. They were openly hated by everyone in the movie. 

Han Ya asked worriedly, "Are the props heavy?" 

"A bit. Don't worry I'm okay, Xiao Ya," said Professor An Yuan with a smile. 

He then started making suggestions to everyone. They were given scripts to follow and were told to split 

up in pairs. But there are only 5 players alive before the movie even started. 

Hei Anjing spoke, "According to the script we need to split into pairs. There are only five of us. I will be 

alone." 

"I will pair up with A'Yuan," said Han Ya. 

An Yuan flashed a smile and said, "I will be with Xiao Ya!" 

The two females who were weak, injured, and frightened disagreed. 

Sui Rou exclaimed, "This is unfair! You guys are men. Who will protect us, women!?" 

"That's right! At least one male must go with us!" said Meng Lan while sneaking a peek at Han Ya. 

One is a dangerous man while the other is blind. To them, the safest choice is Han Ya. Of course! Han Ya 

squinted his eyes thinking of something. His real mission is to eliminate players under the orders of the 

Evil God himself. 

But one is someone who he cannot kill while the other person is an unknown being whose strength is 

stronger than his. But the other two females are a different story, they are just ordinary players. They 

must die. 

An Yuan is blind but he is not stupid. He had longed to notice Han Ya's changes. First, except for him, he 

is bloodthirsty towards the others. Plus his heartbeat, only when it comes to him that it would beat like 

a normal heart but at usual times he could hardly hear it beating as if the man beside him is already 

dead. 

Hei Anjing's smile widens when he hears Meng Lan and Sui Rou's words. 

"Hmm~ but Xiao An and Xiao Han seem to be acquaintances, why should they split because you guys are 

afraid of death. Is being a female a reason to get someone to protect you? How about me? Do you want 

me to protect you?" asked Hei Anjing while smiling teasingly at them. 

His smile isn't the flirty type ordinary men would give to a busty lady but one filled with interest as if 

finally getting a new toy. To play with. 

"So how about it? I could at least make sure you would still be breathing after the movie ends~" said Hei 

Anjing his smile was alluring as if a little devil was seducing his prey. 

Sui Rou screamed in intense stress, "Lunatic! Stay away from me!" 

"T-There is no need... I should be okay together with Sui Rou," said Meng Lan while stuttering. 

The playfulness within Hei Anjing's eyes fades when they've declined. 



"Oh~ go ahead then. Let's split the location to broadcast. Is there anyone who has a location to go to?" 

asked Hei Anjing. 

An Yuan responded, "Me! I want to go to room 402!" 

The other players immediately reacted when An Yuan said room 402. This is the boss room written on 

the script. The female players might be scared of Hei Anjing to death but towards this blind man, their 

patience is shorter than a fuse. 

Meng Lan said, "Are you stupid!? That's the boss room. What can a blind man like you do against the 

Boss NPC? Give up your life as food!" 

"I'm already half-blind myself but I still have brains. Do you think that friend of yours can defeat a Boss 

NPC? Stop dreaming, all of us are newbies. We don't even have useful props to fight against that level of 

the boss." said Sui Rou completely backing up Meng Lan's words 

Their disdain was too obvious on their face, making Han Ya unhappy. 

With a frown on his face, Han Ya peered at An Yuan and noticed he didn't care about their hurtful words 

which made him relieved. But the eyes he used to look at Meng Lan and Sui Rou had gone completely 

murderous yet hidden. 

Hei Anjing ignored the loudmouth ladies and talked to An Yuan. 

"Are you originally blind, Xiao An?" asked Hei Anjing. 

The professor replied, "No. But I got blind before dying, then being pulled here out of nowhere, my 

blindness had come with me here." 

"There should be a cure or prop in the store. Have you found it?" asked Hei Anjing. 

Manager Gui was the one who answered this time. 

[Yes. It's a high-level healing prop, Tears of the Angel which could cure blindness completely. It cost 

500,000 gold coins. 

There is also the sense of sight a growth prop which initially cost 10,000 gold coins for basic level. It 

would need to be upgraded 5 times and every upgrade costs 100,000 gold coins each. 

Buying this prop would allow An Yuan to adjust his cure to his eyes at the same time pay in installment. 

But he should be able to see within a duration of time.] 

Hei Anjing glances at Han Ya for a second then at An Yuan. 

"Hm~ since you have Xiao Han with you, the second option is more convenient. The first one is an 

instant cure but... It's too expensive for you now. What is your main mission? Is it connected to why you 

wanted Room 402?" asked Hei Anjing. 

An Yuan honestly answered. He had met people like Hei Anjing before. Someone who has a devil may 

care attitude but hates those he hates and likes those he likes. Someone with a clear distinction 

between love and hate. Fortunately, he and Han Ya were within the boundaries of his likes. More like he 



felt the two of them entertaining as for Meng Lan and Sui Rou, he doesn't like him as he incurs his wrath 

when he disturbs his sleep so rudely before. 

"I... I need to make a recording of the NPC boss as my main mission," said An Yuan as he slightly lowered 

his head. 

He knew that a Boss level NPC is countless times stronger than those mob NPC Han Ya had eliminated 

from before. This Boss NPC is the owner of the Movie's territory. He/she should be considered the 

strongest opponent.. For newbie players like them, it would be close to impossible to escape from death 

when they bump against the Boss NPC. 

Chapter 493 - 11.19 First Green Star - Haunted Asylum (8) 

Everyone had heard Professor An Yuan's answer to Hri Anjing's question. They all have their own main 

mission. This is their goal. So when the two were talking about it just now, everyone was completely 

interested in this topic. 

Hei Anjing replied with a pouting expression, "How nice~ your mission seems fun. Mine to accumulate 

1M views in my channel. Can Mission be exchanged?" he asked while looking at the other managers. 

The little devil and little angel managers shook to show their answer. It seems that it is impossible to 

change the main mission. 

System Yang who was quietly observing near his master said, [Master, it is not completely impossible 

but you need 500k Gold coins to change your main mission and the exchange was randomly done. Right 

now we do not have enough gold coins. So please bear with it for this movie.] 

Sigh~ 

Hei Anjing murmured, "I thought so too..." he was even sighing in disappointment. "I just wanted to 

have some fun thought~" 

Manager Gui suggested. [Actually, there is another way. But it wasn't a complete exchange of missions. 

Instead, it was sharing it. Those who made a group channel can share main missions together. But 1/3 of 

the mission must be completed. 

For example, if there are three players in a group channel it means this group has three main missions to 

fulfill. 2 out of 3 must be completed or else the whole group would be considered a failure. But there 

are huge advantages and disadvantages for a group channel. 

The advantage is that the reward was multiplied by how many players are in a group. Each group 

mission would increase the original main mission reward by 10 percent. In this movie, the reward would 

be increased to 5000 gold coins, 3 skill books, and 3 props. 

The disadvantage is that if the group fails to complete 1/3 of the mission, every member would fall into 

the punishment mode. The Massacre Game where the death rate is 80% of the original number of 

players per batch. The punishment is a game in insane mode and it is very hard to survive there unless 

you are Godly Skilled. But if you successfully finished the game other huge rewards would be received 

upon return to the Main City in the Abyssal World.] 

Hei Anjing's eyes showed an excited look as he looked at An Yuan. 



"Nice~ how about it Xiao An? We just so I guess a temporary group should do? I will help you record that 

Boss NPC. Let's see if you agree. I will give you the gold coins as my reward for this Movie. I will also not 

let you die as long as you let me play~" said Hei Anjing. 

The little devil and little angel managers were whispering at the side. The decision can only be done by 

An Yuan. If he agrees they would have to make a temporary shared contract between the parties. But 

there is still some hesitation on An Yuan's face. 

Hei Anjing was enjoying himself with the possibility of having fun with the boss without stealing the 

mission of others when he saw Han Ya giving him a fierce stare. 

"Don't glare at me. I'm making sure your little sweeter would regain his sight even temporarily asap 

plus... With your situation even if he finished this movie he looks so weak those old players in the city 

would definitely gobble him up. One manager wouldn't be able to protect him if they got surrounded, 

especially without you by his side~" said Hei Anjing. 

Han Ya's eyes widened in disbelief. He obviously understood what Hei Anjing meant. The original Han Ya 

just failed his main mission so regardless of his overall score in this movie, he would be pulled into the 

massacre mode. 

Unknown to them, System Yan was explaining Han Ya's situation to his master through their thoughts. 

[Master, this Han Ya is that undead knight. But because the original had failed his main mission he would 

still be pulled into the life and death game after this movie. The protagonist shou would be left 

vulnerable if that happens especially since he is still blind and lacking gold coins.] 

This time the expression of Manager Tian was so distorted in shock. He was shaking in disbelief while 

looking at Hei Anjing, this extremely beautiful newbie yet dangerous player. 

Manager Tian, [Y-You!? How could you know? Who the hell are you?] 

The rudeness of Manager Tian ticked System Yang and slammed him away. The former flew like a 

thrown ball. 

Manager Tian, [Aaahhh!!!] 

[Rude. Watch how you talk.], System Yang. 

Manager Gui, [En! Serve you and your loudmouth right.] 

Ignoring the three-balls of various appearances playing by the side. Hei Anjing was giving Han Ya a 

teasing smile, the type that makes others want to hit him on his face. 

Han Ya grinds his teeth and asks, "Just who the hell are you?" 

"Heh~ I'm just a thrill-seeking bystander~" replied Hei Anjing and ignored the rude undead and looked at 

the professor who could make the final decision. 

Professor An Yuan observes the smiling Hei Anjing felt that this person is overly gorgeous yet it gave 

them an extremely dangerous feeling like meeting a proud snow leopard looking at them coldly yet 

wanting to play around with them. 



An Yuan asked him straightforward questions. 

"Are you going to kill us in the end?" 

"Hm? I am not that bored you know~ but if you touch my husband then I will definitely kill you 

regardless of who you are~" 

"Husband? Do we know who that person is and how sure we are going to harm him?" 

"You don't know but the one beside you knows. It hasn't happened yet but for you, this man who calls 

himself Han Ya would destroy even this world just to fulfill your wish. It's just that... That wish of yours 

would cause the demise of my most important person." 

"So you want to stay by our side to stop us if we ever wanted to kill your lover?" 

"Not really... After all, if the man beside you is in his real state I could end his life with one move much 

less yours a mere human~" Hei Anjing whispered the last two words only for the professor to hear and 

then he walks towards somewhere within the hospital to do the role pLying he is in. "Well~ think about 

it. You can ask your Manager to contact Yang if you agree. Well, regardless of your choice the ending 

would be the same as long as I exist." 

Everyone could only watch his back disappear from their line of sight. Most of Hei Anjing's words were 

ambiguous yet meaningful. Though An Yuan couldn't understand the real meaning of Hei Anjing's words, 

he isn't stupid enough to make enemies with that man. Even an ordinary person like him could feel 

powerless in his presence plus that person's heartbeat was calm right from the start as if nothing in this 

world could move his heart. 

Maybe only that man he calls husband could move this cold-hearted person's frozen heart. 

Han Ya held his hands and said, "Think it on the way. Complete your mission first then... We can decide 

afterward." 

"Un!" said An Yuan as their Managers start doing their job and supporting their players and this includes 

giving them suggestions. 

Manager Gui linked his thoughts to his player normally this can only be done when they've fully signed 

the contract. But he made an exception because of the current situation of his player. He felt that 

agreeing with Player Hei would be more rewarding than not. At the very least this temporary 

partnership would secure the initial payment for the sense of sight. Though the upgrades are expensive, 

it is also a convenient skill. It would allow An Yuan to see beyond normal means. 

[My player, I suggest you agree to the temporary contract. Don't worry I will read the contents of the 

contract and make sure nothing would happen to you regardless. It is just that this is a great 

opportunity. Not only would we have enough money to pay the initial down-payment for the sense of 

sight, but you would also have an extra life with that person around. This is good for both you and that 

boy... That player is named Han Ya.] 

An Yuan replied within his thoughts, 'I... will think about it.' 

Meanwhile, while the players had split up to live stream on different floors the announcement once 

again rang in their heads. 



PING! PONG! 

{Announcement: All players in Movie, Gonjiam: Haunted Asylum. Please get ready for camera rolling. 

The movie would be starting at 3... 2... 1... 0. 

PAK! Start Camera… Action!!!!} 

The whole area of the hospital had once again got covered in a mist. The original hospital had been 

distorted and changed to the building asylum shown in the original movie of Gonjiam. 

The light outside had faded and a sky was carpeted with darkness, a huge moon, and clusters of stars. 

The outside area of the hospital had turned into forestry. There is no specific lighting equipment in the 

forest to provide light. But the players had some equipment with them that could brighten the dark 

interior of the ruined Haunted Asylum. 

The two pairs had just entered the main entrance of the abandoned asylum. They were welcomed with 

gloomy and ruined scenery inside. Dust molten floors, spider webs all over the place. There are clear 

cracks of the walls literally showing the old age of the built-in ruins. Hei Anjing is nowhere to be found. 

He had gone inside ahead of them even before the announcement of the world was heard. 

They do not have lines but there are instructions provided by their managers that must be followed. The 

director of this movie played the role of narrating. 

{The crew of a horror web series travels to an abandoned asylum for a live broadcast. It soon encounters 

much more than expected as it moves deeper inside the nightmarish old building.} 

Then the former players who had role-played this movie were being played. As expected, like in the 

Movie the cursed room where the Boss NPC is found is on the fourth floor of the Haunted Asylum. Room 

402, the sealed and cursed room with the asylum. 

Now a recording of two male players was being played before them. Like what the newbie players are 

doing, they had live streaming types of equipment attached to their bodies. The one difference is that 

they were holding tools that could help their attempts to break the door or pry open the door of Room 

402. 

Holding an ax and a chainsaw the two male players tried to forcefully open the door to room 402. But no 

matter what they do nothing is happening at all. 

'Fuck! This door!' 

'Argh~ why did our mission have to be to open this stupid door!? Even a chainsaw is not working at 

all!!!' 

'Stop screaming retard! Do you want to call the Boss NPC with your yells!?' 

'Stupid! The sound of that chainsaw is so loud that the Boss NPC must have already known we were 

here!" 

They suddenly started fighting in front of the cursed room in frustration. They started pushing, punching 

and kicking until one had pushed the other to the ground and beat each other up. 



'Who are you calling stupid!?' nov𝖾𝑙𝓤𝓈𝔟dot𝓬/o/𝑚 

'You're the first one to call me retard!' 

'Bastard! I will beat you to death!!' 

'Hah! Do it if you can!' 

Their fistfight becomes a brawl. Their lips were cut, bruises on the other parts of their skins, and some 

scratches here in there. They were obviously fighting to death when suddenly the metal door that was 

firmly closed had opened with a Bang! 

BAM!!! 

A dark and extremely large room can be seen through the open door and suddenly a river of black hair 

came crawling towards the two players. They've tried to escape. 

'Damn! It's the Boss NPC!!! RUN!' 

'Moron! Don't grab me!' 

'I'm not fucking grabbing you! You are the one grabbing me!' 

'Nonsense!' 

Then they both look at that foreign feeling of something slimy holding on to their ankles. It was a thick 

black hair moving on its own. Their faces paled at this scene and the last thing that the record had 

shown is them being dragged inside the room by that long hair owned by a woman. 

'AAAAHHHH! SAVE ME!!!' 

BANG! 

The door once again closed afterward. The only thing that echoes in that empty hallway is the lingering 

sounds of the two players' screams and the laughter of a lady like in those rumors about the Haunted 

Asylum. None of the other players that had role played in this movie had come out alive. 

The recording shown to the current players stopped after that scene. 
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The two female players were extremely frightened by that recording that they've started screaming 

even before they reentered the building. Han Ya was expressionless as he watched the scene. He truly 

doesn't care about the others at all. Meanwhile, Professor An Yuan doesn't look good. He was blind so 

he couldn't see. The video recording was shown to him through his head so his watching experience is 

much more amazing than 3D. He was an invisible bystander in that recording. 

Meng Lan yells, "Aah!!! There is really a ghost. A ghost lady!!!" 

"No-No! Are you going to that room? That's room 402 right? I... I don't... I don't want to go!" said Sui 

Rou. 



{Room 402 is the last destination. This movie will be completed after the scene in room 402. Split into 

pairs. One pair for the first floor and second floor. After streaming the whole floor met at the fourth of 

the final scene of the movie. Player Hei had gone to floor 3. Among you guys, he is the most fearless and 

treated ghosts as gold coins instead. Now some of the Ghosts on floor 3rd are running from him afraid 

of being killed by him. Good Luck, Players~} 

Professor An Yuan asked, "Xiao Ya, which floor do you want to go to?" 

Meng Lan and Sui Rou whose eyes were bloodshot and full of tears glared at them and screamed. 

"First floor is ours. The first floor is ours!!!" said Sui Rou. 

Meng Lan spoke, "They just said there's a lot of ghosts on floor 2nd from the 3rd floor. There is no way 

we are going in there!!!" 

Before An Yuan and Han Ya could speak they heard a gift notification coming from Manager Gui. 

DING! DING! DING! 

[Player Hei gifted you a pile of Exorcism and Purification Talisman.] 

[Player Hei gifted you a pile of Paralysis, Fire, and Thunder Talismans.] 

[Player Hei sent you a message. Do you wish to read the contents?] 

Manager Gui reads the message for his player. 

[Xiao An~, There should be at least 300 ghosts and monsters running down to the second floor. It's my 

little gift. They are all wounded so you can ask your man there to kill it for you~ 

P.S: I might have also accidentally sent the Chainsaw man running down as well. Be careful. He is a Boss 

NPC from another movie~ 

With this, you should be agreeing to be grouped with me right? Ciao~ Ciao~] 

Professor An Yuan was calculating the gold coins coming from 300 Mob Monsters and a Boss NPC. 

"300*10=3000 + 1000 for the Boss NPC. There should be at least 4000 gold coins worth of monsters on 

the second floor," mumbled An Yuan. 

Han Ya squinted his eyes and muttered, "8000 gold coins should be enough to keep you safe while I'm 

not by your side for one movie." He even calculated the death of this movie's Boss NPC and the 

completion of the professor's main mission in total. nov𝐞𝒍𝑢𝑠𝑩.𝗰\o/𝓂 

"Eh? Did you say something, Xiao Ya?" asked An Yuan. 

Han Ya stared at An Yuan for a while before saying, "Do you want to go to the second floor with me?" 

Holding a few talismans he got as gifts, "Yes, I will do my best to support you from behind!" said 

Professor An Yuan. 

"Sigh* Let's go together then," said Han Ya as he held the former's hand and led the way to the second 

floor. 



Meanwhile, on the third floor, countless almost invisible thin piano strings were scattered all over the 

floor. There are some hanging limbs, heads, and other body parts that seem to be floating within that 

gloomy hallway. If one would have the idea to open a few of the doors along the hallway, they would 

definitely see a pool of blood spreading on the cemented floors and a pile of few bed bodies of unknown 

creatures. Or piles of gray ashes from some ghost who had perished under the hands of Hei Anjing. 

Right now Hei Anjing had just changed his clothes to his sleeping wear holding the body-sized pillow 

with the Evil God's face in his embrace. Upon closer look, one could even see he just got out of the 

shower and was preparing to sleep once again. 

"Sigh~ that was a bit boring they are too weak~" 

[Master, I've just finished cleaning up a room for you to sleep in. It would take a while for them to finish 

their role-playing. I will wake up master if he comes over.] 

Yawns~ 

"En~ sure~. I just took a nap but I'm still too sleepy~. No more... My eyes are... Closing~" said Hei Anjing 

as he laid on the clean bed in some room on the third floor. 

ZZZzzzz~ 

The room he is in right now was obviously removed from the movie's location. It wasn't ruined like the 

other rooms but instead looks like a luxurious room of a VIP version of the ward in a hospital. 

Pure white walls and carpeted floors. There aren't even cracks found on the walls like a brand new 

furnished room. But if he gets out beyond the door what would welcome him. Is the usual location for 

the venue of the Haunted Asylum. It was like the room he is in, is a part of a different dimension. 

[Rest well, Master.] 

System Yang never stopped Hei Anjing from sleeping just anywhere. He knew that his Master's soul was 

too weak. He needs lots of sleep to keep his soul from fragmenting. Though System Yang doesn't know 

what to do to heal a soul, it is better to at least keep it stable. The only problem is that... Once his 

master falls asleep in his state it is hard for him to wake up. Unless he had rested well enough. 

While protecting his Master's room, he suddenly received a message from his partner. They could 

always communicate regardless of place or space. 

[A'Yang is not good. My Lord's vessel is coming over there right now to see Lord Hei. QAQ QAQ. Can't 

stop him. The Lord God's consciousness hasn't completely woken up yet. But Warden Lou said it should 

be okay. What to do?] 

[Send him over. There would be no problem if he just wanted to see him but... If he dares to harm my 

master I'm sending him away regardless of who he is.] 

[OvO. Wow~ I want that function too.] 

[You don't have this function. Your special function is to teleport your Master regardless of location. I 

will give you our coordinates and try it once. 407x : 800y] 



[Really!? I will try! (>3<)] 

A few moments later, two male figures appeared inside the room with a small moon hovering around 

them. One wearing a full-body black-cloaked and a scythe behind him. The other one is a white-faced 

handsome man with aggressive features and a dangerous aura. There is a black mist converging around 

him. He looks like an Evil Being who rules hell. 

But for someone who was familiar with his appearance, one could see that he looked exactly the same 

as Ye Xiajie. His real face in Vearth. His expressionless face couldn't even hide his beyond human 

attractiveness. Even those downcasted obsidian eyes were abyss beckoning them to fall. 

[A'Yang!~ I did it!] 

System Yue materialized in his human form and ran towards System Yang who materialized as well with 

his arms open welcoming the former for a hug. The two hugged each other with Zhi Yang gently 

caressing his partner's black hair. 

[Good Job, Yue'er.] 

The Evil God didn't say a thing as he only narrowed his eyes while staring at Zhi Yang and Zhi Yue who 

were hugging each other. System Yue for as long as he knew has always been his and he had never met 

this System Yang before him. 

But the interaction between the two systems is obviously close. They knew each other for a long time. 

But this System Yang is owned by Hei Anjing. Even though he is attracted to Hei Anjing, no matter how 

much he looked through his head he had no memories of this person. 

If not for his obsession to be beyond his control and his heartbeat finally moving after all these years, he 

would have thought that this man is an enemy trying to entice him. But for some reason even his most 

loyal servant Executioner Chu Mo knows about this human. 

In the end, the confusion was not cleared and he also decided not to pursue it. After all, his yearning for 

this human called Hei Anjing is beyond his control. He was even willing to indulge in these feelings. 

He averted his eyes and saw the peacefully sleeping Hei Anjing on the clean bed. He was able to see him 

through the live streaming platform but even that recording is recorded on spot. Seeing his appearance 

bow, he knew that his beauty is indeed beyond what this world held. What caught his attention was the 

paleness of Hei Anjing's face. 

Though Hei Anjing is fair from the start, his current state is not normal. Bloodless lips, pale and almost 

white skin tone, and that sickly feature. Just seeing him this close up made his heartache for him. He 

reached out his hand and gently caressed the cheeks of Anjing only to feel the slight coldness on it. A 

frown could behold back and appear between his eyebrows. 

A muffled sigh was heard and it made the atmosphere in the area tense. The other three inside the 

room could feel the Evil God's stifled anger. He didn't dare to raise his voice, afraid of waking up the 

sleeping man on the bed. 

"You three can leave for a while. I will come out later on," said Yan Lou and waved his hand once. 

Whoosh~ 



The darkness instantly pulled the three out of the dimension only when the darkness had faded that the 

three saw the changes in their surroundings. From a room within the 3rd floor to the rooftop area of the 

hospital. The transfer was done instant and the darkness only lasted for a second for them to suddenly 

just appear here. 

The three had no reaction when they were kicked out of the room by the big boss. They knew that even 

if that person's soul isn't completely awake he will only be kind towards one person and the others were 

treated as casual as always. He never cared about another except for his wife. 

Warden Lou, who was using Chu Mo's identity, glanced at the two systems that were hugging each 

other and felt like a third wheel. He felt extremely envious and decided to look for his lover Yun Ming. 

He is in this game world as well. System Yue had already informed him about his lover's identity. He will 

be gone to look for him instead. 

Chu Mo said, "I will go and look for Ming'er. Just inform me if the Lord God is summoning me back, Yue." 

"Okay~" replied Zhi Yue. 

Chu Mo jumped off the hospital building without any hesitation. His physique in this world is top class as 

well. After all, he is not a human being in this world. What he didn't know was that his fall was 

witnessed by Han Ya and recognized him as the Executioner. 

At foremost, Han Ya was startled, he knew that the Lord asked to bring here plus that obvious account 

name in Hei Anjing's live streaming channel's comment section. He was still hesitating whether the man 

behind that obvious account ID is his Lord, now that he saw the executioner appearing in the dimension 

of the Gonjiam Haunted Asylum Movie Venue that he believed that the Evil God is here as well. 

He frowned thinking what is the relationship between his lord and that human named Hei Anjing. 

On the other hand back to Hei Anjing's room, Yan Lou is staring at the sleeping person's face. He just 

kept watching and didn't do anything else. Meanwhile, the live streaming comment section was in chaos 

once again. The fans of Hei Anjing and his subscribers had been going crazy since he had entered the 

third floor and started eliminating mob characters like harvesting cabbages. 

He is so overpowering that his audiences have been in a state of excitement for hours. 

Scrolling the comment section during the scene when Hei Anjing was killing monsters on the third floor. 

'Holy shit! HOLY SHIT! What the hell is that? Piano strings!? Those can be used as weapons' 

'A long-necked woman? Zombies? Lunatics!? Fierce ghost? Demons? Cannibals!? What the hell? Isn't 

this supposed to be the Haunted Asylum? Why are there other mob characters from the other movies!? 

A Glitch!? Is this a Glitch!!!' 

'Should we report this glitch?' 

'No! If we do... the Male God's gold coins would be all gone! Look how many he had killed, it's beyond 

thousands already!' 

'Isn't this because he used that prop? The one used for summoning unclean things like ghosts and 

monsters. How many had he lit before?' 



'I counted it as at least ten summoning candles.' 

'Fuck! SO OP! OP!? Ah~ he is so handsome. Look, he is even smiling. Hahaha~ I'm in love~' 

'Idiot! You are a poor shit. This player already has a patron! An extremely wealthy one.' 

'I'm not poor. I'm quite wealthy!!!' 

Then the live stream witnessed how System Yang cleaned up a room on the third floor. Brought out the 

bed and beddings. After cleaning up a whole room they've seen the missing owner of the channel Hei 

Anjing with a towel wrapped around his neck and his black hair still dripping here and there. Obviously, 

this man just took a bath with them knowing. 

[Master, the bed is prepared.] 

Hei Anjing who just entered the room said, "Thanks, Yang. Yawns~" 

The audience reaction upon this scene: 'What the hell? There's a bathroom in the movie location!? One 

that can allow you to clean yourself up with change of clothes. So envious~ fuck this shit! We want one 

too. QAQ QAQ QAQ.' 

In the horror game world, where being clean is a luxury. 
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The comments were still ongoing and suddenly halted at the scene of Hei Anjing appearing looking so 

refreshed. There are various comments like adoring, envious there are jealous pricks who are saying bad 

things about Hei Anjing but the mentioned person and the owner of the channel are currently wearing 

his cute white rabbit pajamas from before and are now having his manager blow dry his hair. No one 

asked where his blow dryer came from, they already knew those kinds of things can be bought in the 

store as long as you have gold coins. 

This newbie player with a wealthy patron and had just amassed a pile of gold from killing numerous mob 

characters is not poor enough to not be able to buy a hair blow dryer under the trash category in the 

Abyssal Store. Thought even cost 0.1 gold coins. 

The comments were ignored by Hei Anjing as he never cares about other people's reactions. He is too 

sleepy to even move around right now. As soo. As his head met the pillow on the bed he had fallen 

asleep. He doesn't need to raise his vigilance as there is System Yang with him to protect him. He had 

slept deeply as soon as the darkness hit him. 

He didn't expect his husband to come over to see him. So when everyone saw the arrival of Yan Lou and 

Chu Mo, they were all dumbfounded. Though the two had blocked others to see their faces and 

appearance, their sudden entrance to the room had frightened the audience. 

Player Hei' Channel's comment section: 

'What the hell!? Who are they!!?' 

'They just suddenly appeared in the room!!! HeiHei is in danger! WAKE HIM UP, MANAGER!!' 

'No... NO... Baby Hei can just die like that!' 



'Condolences~' 

'Rest in Peace!' 

'Amithaba~' 

'Wait look! How come their appearances are restricted for us to see? Who are these two people?' 

On the screen, Zhi Yue suddenly appeared in thin air, likewise, Zhi Yang does as well. 

'Oh~ two more appeared?' 

'What is this!? TELEPORTATION?!!!' 

'Wait? Doesn't that Yang guy sound familiar?' 

'Isn't that the name of Male God's Manager?' 

Then they've seen how domineeringly sent away the three men by that person who had approached Hei 

Anjing on the bed. Even though they couldn't see his face, his gentle actions of caressing Hei Anjing's 

cheeks made them recall the big patron of Player Hei in the Comment section a few hours ago. 

'Overbearing to others yet Extremely Gentle to Baby Hei.!!! Don't tell me thistle is the Landlord!!?' 

'Fuck! Why do I feel you are right?' 

'Damn! He really came over!!!' 

'Remove the restriction! Show your face. Show your face! BIG BOSS!!!!' 

'Landlord, are you still missing a concubine by your side?' 

Yan Lou, who was focusing on the sleeping Hei Anjing, noticed the open live stream channel on his side. 

He saw the new comments on the channel. 

IAmTheEvilGod: No concubine. Loyal only to one. 

'...' 

'The big boss replied!!!' 

'How sweet~ I must really be watching a romantic movie instead of horror Ahhh!!' 

'Same here +1' 

'+2' 

. 

'+3' 

'+1000' 

'Landlord, why are you not showing your face?' 

'That's right! Show your face, Big Boss!!!' 



'We want to see!!!' 

IAmTheEvilGod: Jing'er must see me first. Only he can remove the restrictions. Don't disturb me. I'm 

going to take a nap with my wife. 

The audience would just watch as Yan Lou removed his shoes and got on the bed beside the sleeping 

Player Hei. They saw that mosaic-faced man back hug Hei Anjing without asking, he looks like a pervert 

in their eyes as they know that these two haven't met properly yet at all. 

This wealthy pervert gets in the movie using an unknown prop just to do such a thing. The ongoing 

comments are: 

'Motherfucker! He even hugged him to sleep!! AH~' 

'Male God wake up. There's a pervert beside you!' 

'Someone called the police. There's a wealthy pervert in the house!' 

'QAQ... QAQ... QAQ... So unfair I want to hug the Idol too.' 

'This channel is not a broadcast for a horror movie but the Broadcast on how a pervert trespassed a 

movie just to stalk his online wife.' 

'They've started flirting at first. Schedule a date at second and sleep together on a bed at third. Would 

the final scene be R18 next~ Hehehe~' 

--- 

On the other hand, while Hei Anjing was having a nap and was visited by his husband without him 

knowing, the other players in the movie didn't have such peacefulness. 

First floor. 

Meng Lan and Sui Rou decided to live stream the whole first floor. Their viewers are too minimal as all 

they do is scream and cry on the scream. Only with an asshat who likes to watch women scream and 

suffer continue to watch their stream. 

Ongoing viewers on Meng Lan's Channel: 30,000. So pitiful~ 

The two ladies were holding each other's hands as they walked through the empty and eerie hallway. 

The lights on the corridor are swaying, making it flicker and move in the right and left direction. Most 

floors had similar architecture, along the hallway, there would be doors on each side and those were 

entrances of each room. 

The current venue looks old and there are even some broken doors and fragmented cement on the 

floor. But as you walk along the hallway the feeling of being stared at can be felt somewhere. As if eyes 

were following you no matter where you go. 

Sui Rou asked with tears on her face, "M-Meng Lan what should we do? That bastard and his blind slut 

really left us here~ sobs~" 



"S-Shut up. Walk fast! Move your head around and record everything on this floor and we will run to the 

second floor to look for them!" said Meng Lan. 

Sui Rou said, "I don't want to die~ We shouldn't have killed Luli~ if we have her, she would definitely be 

willing to walk in front of us~" 

"Don't fucking mention her! She wanted to use us as bait to kill the Chainsaw man. If he didn't run away 

after pushing her towards that monster both of us would have died." yelled Meng Lan. 

Her voice echoed in the long and creepy hallways. With the light swaying on the way, the shadows 

looked like they were moving on their own, and without these two ladies knowing, a few pairs of eyes 

were peeking through the door's small window staring collectively at them. 

DING! 

{As for the request of your channel's audience, the pair of Meng Lan and Sui Rou wishes for you both to 

live stream the shower room area on the first floor~} 

"WHAT!? NO WAY!" bellowed the two scared ladies. 

{Not following the wishes of your audience means failure of your Main Mission. Your mission is to follow 

the wishes of your audience during the movie at least three times. 

You already completed two, which is to escape from the Chainsaw man and remove the talisman in the 

third ward to wake up the sleeping player. Live streaming in the shower room is the final wish of the 

audience completing this means one can leave the movie as per completion of the Main Mission.} 

The two female players, Meng Lan and Sui Rou have an excited yet frightened look on their faces. One 

could see how much they were hesitating in agreeing with the situation. 

After meeting in the hospital when they were first summoned in this world, Meng Lan and Sui Rou had 

appeared in the same place. They had shared their Main mission with each other and since both are 

bitches they got along well on the surface. Player Su Luli whom they had schemed to be killed was a 

cheerful and strong-willed lady. 

The type that would face death with welcoming arms as long there is a stroke of hope within the danger. 

But her personality is so simple that these two other players had planned for her death when she had 

suggested ambushing a Boss-level NPC like the Chainsaw man. 

They had agreed to Su Luli's plan at first but at the last moment, they had kicked her on the back and got 

caught by the Chainsaws which led to her death. That is how Player Su Luli was killed by Player Meng 

Lan and Player Sui Rou. 

These two ladies were extremely afraid of death. So much that they would even sacrifice the others to 

save their own life. In short, they weren't true friends but were using one another. 

Hearing that they were being told to live stream the location of the shower room in the first room made 

them feel extremely reluctant but they thought this was their best opportunity to escape this haunted 

asylum. Meng Lan and Sui Rou looked at each other and decided to agree. 

"We agree..." 



{Then I will point you to your designated location. Just follow the signs.} 

The direction of the shower room was pointed out to them by their managers. Meng Lan and Sui Rou 

had arrived at the place. The area inside was a bit humid as there are still some traces of water in the 

area. Rows of showerheads from both sides could be seen and the tiled floor had some broken areas in 

place. 

There is some moss in between the tiles leaving a light green color. Within the silent area, the sound of 

water dripping was echoing inside. There are only small upper windows on the walls. But the whole 

lighting in the area is quite dark. There is also a stench that is barely bearable. 

Pinching their noses Meng Lan and Sui Rou entered the room. They flinched when they heard the sound 

of dripping water. 

Dripped 

Flinched! Hic! 

It was Sui Rou who suddenly hiccupped in surprise. Meng Lan turned around and glared at her as she 

herself was frightened by the sound Sui Rou made. 

Meng Lan said, "Don't do that!" 

"Hic* I can't control it. Urgh~ the smell is so disgusting here~" said Sui Rou. 

Both of them were holding flashlights as the lights in the room were no longer usable. It was quite eerie 

how the sounds echo in the whole room, it made them even tenser than when they are in the hallway. 

The two started screaming inside the room as they wanted to finish the mission as soon as possible. 

Their shower room isn't that big and the ladies choose to split for a while to finish their task. 

Meng Lan was looking around the wall when she saw a human-shaped dark figure as she spun the 

flashlight to the right side. In her shock, he screamed like a slaughtered chicken. 

AAAAHHHH!!! 

Sui Rou jumped out in fright and immediately looked around she saw Meng Lan seated on the wet floor 

soaking her pants wet whole trembling, pointing her fingers at the wall in black silhouette. 

Meng Lan spoke, "S-Something... There is something in there!?" 

"Look carefully, that's just your shadow!?" said Sui Rou. 

Meng Lan spoke, "Stupid! I know that. I'm talking about this!" she was pointing at the black figure on the 

wall. 

"That is... Something made when a human was burned to ashes. The shape was left behind and stayed 

at the wall in the figure of a human. Hic! Meng Lan let's leave! This place is creepy!" 

As soon as she said those words, the door to the shower room had slammed shut. 

BANG! 



AAAAHHHH!!! 

"No. No. No... Open the door! Open the door! Why won't it open!" 

BAM! BAM! BAM! 

She already started to slam her fist on the door with force. 

Sui Rou ran towards the door and tried to open it. Only for her to feel that the door was immovable 

even when she tried to push or kick it. In the process, she even sprained her legs and fell to the ground. 

Meng Lan was already completely frightened by what she was seeing. She ran towards the room and 

tried prying it as Sui Rou did. She was panicking so badly and failed to open the door a few times. But at 

the last moment, the doorknob was successfully twisted open by Meng Lan and knew that Sui Rou was 

kidding her after all. 

"It opened! It wasn't locked at all. You useless Bitc--!!!" 

Knowing this her anger flared and turned around to scold and scream at Sui Rou only to feel a cold blade 

stabbing in her heart. She looked at Sui Rou's cold and bloodshot eyes while Meng Lan looked at her in 

disbelief. 

Stabs~ 

Meng Lan mumbled while blood trickled from her mouth, "Y-You... Your mission... Is to... Kill players!?" 

"Yes. I need to kill half of the players at least. This is my Main Mission. The mission to fulfill the wish of 

the audience is your mission only... You want to leave before the others. You're dreaming!" said Sui Rou 

as she stabbed Meng Lan a few more times. nov𝗲𝓁𝒰𝑠𝑩.𝗰/o/𝐦 

The little cat manager just watched as her player got murdered. Despite her player's rudeness, the little 

cat manager still completed her tasks and wouldn't be given violations for her temporary player's death. 

She had already known that the other female player was worse than Meng Lan. After all, there is no way 

that the main mission would be duplicated. So it means that Sui Rou had been lying to Meng Lan about 

her main mission right from the start. 

She had also recalled that it was Sui Rou who had incited the audiences in Meng Lan's channel to tear off 

that talisman in the third ward. All this time the one scheming the whole time had been Sui Rou who 

pretends to be a weak and easily frightened woman. 

A pool of blood spread on the tiles of the shower room. Meng Lan, who was stabbed multiple times, had 

longed to die after her heart was stabbed. Splashes of blood taint Sui Rou's face. One could see that the 

little puppy manager from before had changed into a mini wolf instead. It seems that Sui Rou isn't an 

ordinary player. 

The little cat manager said, [Tch! This player is more useless than the first one. I'm out of here.] 

[Your luck for getting players sucks as always,Kitty~], said the little dog manager that changes to a little 

wolf avatar instead. 

[Even disguising as a harmless dog, you are as shameless as always, Gou.] 



[This is normal. My player requested it after all.] 

[So envious~ I want a player from Top 10 as well~ Anyway I'm leaving~] 

Only then the little cat manager had disappeared in from the movie venue. She had no reason to stay in 

the movie anymore as her player had already died. She can only return to her agency and wait for her 

new player. 

Sui Rou spoke politely unlike before, "Manager Gou. I would like to buy a Healing orb, a mid-tier one." 

[I had bought some. Rourou, do you wish to continue this movie? Your Main Mission is to kill half of the 

players. There are only 6 players here. You have successfully killed two but... the last three players are 

quite skilled. Especially that one called Hei Anjing.] 

Breaking the healing orb she had bought instantly healed all her injuries including her one blind eye. 

That wasn't a fatal injury as her eyes inside weren't completely affected by it, only her eyelid which was 

swollen making it hideous. 

"Look for opportunities. Among the three, the blind one can be killed but his partner is quite a tough nut 

to kill. As for the last one... He is the type that would even smile in face of death regardless of his or the 

others. He wouldn't care if I really targeted those other two players. I would accept the failure of the 

mission only if the blind man accepted the temporary contract with him. Until then... Let's watch them 

and wait for the best opportunity to take." said Sui Rou. 

[The two players on the second floor are confronting Mob Monsters. There must be an opportunity 

there to kill the blind one.] 

She had changed her clothes to a pure black overall. In reality, she is an actress, sp portraying other 

characters to match the situation is easy for her. Moreover, she was the one who opened this movie, 

and players like An Yuan and the rest were newbies who were pulled into the movie to fill up the 

quotas. 

Sui Rou is an old player. She is quite skilled and had a stage name, Black Widow. One of the top assassin 

players in the Abyssal world. She activated one of her skills and blends in the shadows. She disappeared 

in thin air and only the moving shadow can be seen within the gloomy room.. As for where she had gone 

too, Sui Rou had obviously gone to observe the others in the darkness. 
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Haunted Asylum, Second Floor. 

A few hours ago... 

After splitting up with the female pairing, Meng Lan and Sui Rou, Han Ya held the blind Professor and 

escorted him towards the second floor. He helped him climb up the stairs and support An Yuan from 

behind until they finally reached the second floor. 

The expected wave of mob monsters didn't come but there is an eerie silence within the whole second 

floor. As soon as they reached the second floor, Han Ya, who could see things other humans couldn't 

frown slightly. No one knew if it was because of something unwanted or something that just pissed him 



off. As a former undead general, he could see ghostly qi which ghosts and monsters emit. It had similar 

energy as his black mist yet thinner and weaker. 

Under his gaze, he could see that the whole hallway and all the doors on this floor were emitting strong 

ghosts. This could only mean that there are indeed lots of apparitions on this floor. What made him 

frown is that he could believe how useless these low-type soldiers are. As a general, he had led tons of 

powerful and disciplined ghost soldiers. Seeing how disorientated and knowing they had run away from 

a human being who is supposed to be their prey made him unhappy. 

Han Ya's thoughts, 'These useless shits! There are more than hundreds of you and you can't even defeat 

a human player. Tsk! I'm going to clean it all up!' 

He was about to lift up his spear to start killing when suddenly his right hand which held An Yuan's hand 

was pulled back. He turned around and saw the serious expression on the professor's face and under his 

gaze he felt that this human is indeed adorable. 

Han Ya asked with a gentle yet hoarse voice, "What's wrong, A'Yuan?" 

"There... There are a lot of monsters here. My virtual map can point out their exact locations. There 

should be at least 300 or more monsters here. It would be bad if we got surrounded." said An Yuan. 

He is still trembling to see how dense the red dots in his virtual map are. 

"It's okay. I'm here. But just in case use a defensive talisman for both physical and non-physical attacks. 

There should be some which we bought just now." aid Han Ya. 

An Yuan was silent for a moment before pasting defensive talismans on Han Ya's chest and back. They 

had no money for armor. Though the effects of the talismans are limited at this moment this is what 

they could do. They are poor players after all. 

Han Ya watched as An Yuan did the same to himself. But upon checking, Han Ya still feels that this 

person's protection is extremely lacking unfortunately his wealth was still in his place. He could only get 

it when they got out of this movie. 

"A'Yuan, don't get angry, okay? I need to do something for you. Can you tilt your head for a moment?" 

said Han Ya. 

With a confused expression on Professor An Yuan's face, he still followed the request and tilted his 

head, revealing a thin and white neck that looked so delicious for Han Ya to eat. The latter couldn't help 

but unconsciously gulp at that sight. He is regretting his words for a bit now. 

An Yuan asked if he doesn't have any guard towards Han Ya at all and exposed his neck like that for him 

to see. 

"What are you going to do, Xiao Ya?" asked An Yuan. 

Seeing the Innocent look on An Yuan's face, Han Ya felt like a bad person who wanted to take advantage 

of such a cutie. He held the latter's shoulders and lowered his head towards the exposed white neck. He 

licked the neck a bit and felt it tremble under his touch. His eyes turned red trying to hold back 

something but he didn't allow himself to lose control. He only lightly kissed An Yuan's neck and shared 

some of his qi with him. 



After a while, An Yuan felt extreme coldness crawling slowly on his neck. Without him seeing what was 

happening, light gray clusters of clouds appeared in the area where Han Ya just kissed him. It's like an 

exquisite tattoo of clouds spreading from the left side of his neck. A marking of clouds that looks more 

like a light gray mist. nov𝑒𝑙𝓊𝓢𝑩dot𝒸\o/𝓂 

Seeing his mark on An Yuan, Han Ya had a proud smile on his lips. He gently caresses the cheeks of the 

stunned An Yuan, there is even a light blush on those smooth cheeks of his. 

With an embarrassed expression on his face Professor An Yuan currently looks like a ripe tomato, "Wh-

W-What did y-you do!!?" 

"Heh~ It's nothing. I've just left a protection buff on you. It would at least scare low-tier mob characters 

into approaching you. Get ready. We need to get ready to engage in the battle. I will leave my back to 

you, A'Yuan," said Han Ya. 

An Yuan said, "I will definitely protect your back, Xiao Ya." 

The two then started fighting on the second floor. The ghosts and monsters slowly poured out of the 

rooms in tides. With Han Ya in front, An Yuan would help him throw some talismans to support him. 

Sometimes some ghosts would turn into ashes after a talisman hit them, there would also be some 

fireballs and lightning flying here and there whenever An Yuan used the talismans Hei Anjing had gifted 

to them. 

The rapport between them was not bad especially since Han Ya is an experienced fighter and able to 

adjust to An Yuan's level. The latter is not bad at all, he could predict a few moves ahead of time and 

plan before something happens. Obviously calculating everything in the formula of how the situation 

would go. 

Surrounded by tons of enemies on all sides, Han Ya and An Yuan were fighting until they reached the 

stairs towards the third floor. The lights of this floor are quite old as well and the atmosphere in the 

corridors was eerie as the shadows were everywhere moving in accordance to the light source. 

Within that shadow, an anomaly was unknown to them. It was Sui Rou, a veteran player who was 

waiting for the opportunity to hit on them. But sadly the vigilance of Han Ya is too high and there is 

hardly an opening. 

Her little wolf manager, Gou, was quite shocked as well. After all, this player named Han Ya is too skilled 

to be considered a newbie. 

[This player is quite strong. He is too powerful and even had to protect a blind teammate. Despite 

having a burden his capabilities are too solid. Rourou let's randomize the main mission. Your current one 

cannot be achieved.] 

Sui Rou didn't reply right away. She was observing the pair who were about to finish fighting 300 mob 

monsters when she took a gamble and attacked An Yuan from the back. 

Her ambush was on spot but it was quite bad as Han Ya immediately turned around before her blade 

touched An Yuan's neck. An inch away is a silver blade about to touch the professor's neck when 

suddenly a black mist from the tattoo had moved and protected An Yuan's vitals. 



An Yuan was startled and screamed and almost fell to the ground. 

GAAH! 

Han Ya had caught An Yuan as soon as he saw his situation. He didn't even forget to stab the being that 

tried to kill his A'Yuan. The sound of someone groaning painfully was heard. 

Argh! 

Then An Yuan and Han Ya watched as a thick shadow moved fast and ran up the stairs running away 

from them. Few droplets of blood were left behind, obviously, the being who tried to kill the professor 

just now is a human being. In short, a player. 

An Yuan asked, "A woman's voice? The one who attacked me is a woman?" 

"Maybe. But the whole figure is covered in darkness and I couldn't even see the face. Not sure whether 

it is a male or a female." said Han Ya. 

An Yuan asked, "Are we going now?" 

"Rest for a bit. Your legs are trembling already. Take a nap first. I will protect you, don't worry." said Han 

Ya, his voice is quite mellow as if coaxing him. 

They both lay on the floor and lean on the wall near the stairway towards the third floor. An Yuan's head 

fell on Han Ya's shoulder. He closed his eyes and took a nap as he was told to. But their napping time 

had no luxury, unlike Hei Anjing who got a room prepared for them. 

They were different people after all. Hei Anjing is a being not restricted by the world's heavenly laws of 

this star while the other pair is the most beloved children of the heavens. Their lives are still under the 

control of the others. 

Third Floor, Haunted Asylum. 

Sui Rou who had failed to kill An Yuan was now wounded. She was shocked when her blade was stopped 

by the black mist that comes out from the tattoo on the professor's neck. It was unexpected and no one 

would think something like that would appear on a newbie's neck. That is marking that only TOP players 

or General Type Monsters would give their prey. It is a marking that would allow them to locate the 

target that received the marking. Monster markings are shades of gray to black. The Player's markings 

are shades of color. 

"I didn't see wrong didn't I, Manager Gou?" asked Sui Rou who had left the shadows as she leaned on 

the wall on the third floor while wanting. Her right hand was covering her stabbed wound right on her 

shoulder. This is a wound from one attack from Han Ya when she tried to assassinate An Yuan. 

Pants... Pants... 

[Rourou you saw it right. That's a monster mark. But that's impossible, he didn't have it before we split 

up with them!] 

Sui Rou pulled out some bandages from her bag and treated her shoulder. The wound was quite deep 

and one could see how much power was packed in each stab Han Ya could do. She bites her lips as she 



treats the wound. There are still some effects of healing orbs on her but even then the wound is healing 

slower than it's supposed to be. 

Without them noticing a black mist was corroding her flesh making her wound wider and deeper, it 

wasn't noticeable as the effects of healing orb clashed with it. 

"Manager Gou, give me another healing orb. Another mid-tier or a high-tier one, this wound is too 

weird; it's expanding on its own." 

[This wound is not ordinary. There's a curse debuff in it. A rotting debuff. You just can't notice it as the 

effects of the last healing orb are still there. Must be something his weapon had gotten from killing too 

many undead among the mob NPCs that attacked them. I will also buy holy water for you. Use it to clean 

the wounds before using other healing orbs.] 

NODS~ 

Black Widow could only nod her head as the pain was too much. Even though she is used to getting 

wounded, this kind of wound is extremely rare. Only General Class and above misters had debuffs. After 

the things were bought Sui Rou pours the holy water into her wound the sound of sizzling comes out. 

There is indeed a curse debuff on the wound. Thanks to the holy water it was able to remove its effect 

but the process is different from being roasted alive. 

ARGH~ 

As soon as the sizzling sound fades Manager Gou helped his player break the healing orb over Sui Rou's 

wound. This time the stabbed wound was healed almost instantly unlike before. 

[This is for sure now. Player An Yuan had a monster mark on him. One that is extremely powerful 

despite the low connection between them. After all, the shade of his tattoo is only light gray. It is only a 

simple connection between the two. The darker the shade is the stronger the connection the two have.] 

Sui Rou smiles weakly, "Sigh~ I opened this movie planning to have a perfect ending and get the perfect 

ending reward. Who would have thought that the world would pull monsters as newbies in my movie." 

[Should I start the exchange of Main Mission?] 

"Please avoid any clashes with that pair and especially that player named Hei. He is a lot more 

dangerous than Han Ya and An Yuan combined," said Sui Rou with a pale face and deep frown on her 

face. 

[What do you mean, Rourou?] 

"Look around you," said Sui Rou as she close her eyes trying to calm down her nerves. The pain from 

before is beyond her tolerance making her feel so tired. 

Manager Gou did as he was told. As soon as he turned around he saw the scene of a wild butcher shop 

with weird lines of strings and the pools of red blood that almost covered the whole corridor. The 

hallways had the same structures as those on lower floors. Doors at each side. Dirty white walls and 

cemented flooring. 



But the one in front of him is different. Each door was painted in crimson blood. Thin metal strings were 

hanging between the walls, unknown how it could be done. Hanging with it are cut limbs from arms, 

legs to heads. It was completely gory and ruthless. A scene of butchery that is even worse as hell. 

[What the hell is this!?] 
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Scene of hell. 

A bloody scene of death and cruelty... 

Even for a Manager like him, who had lived in the Abyssal World for centuries, this type of scene is the 

first time had witnessed it. Before it would be humans who would be created in such ruthlessness by 

these inhuman beings. Their cruelty is understandable after all they were creatures born in the abyss 

and had no such thing such as feelings or emotions. 

But Player Hei Anjing is a human being. A rational being since they were born. They are full of emotions 

and feelings that affect this decision, Manager Gou had watched many humans betray other humans. 

Humans killing other humans and humans dying under the hands of creatures born in the Abyssal world. 

This scene of hell within the hell is suffocating and terrifying. What are those cut limbs? Aren't they 

some rotten body parts of the zombie race? Those white gray ashes piling into small mountains, aren't 

they something that used to be called a ghost? 

Awestruck Manager Gou spoke to his player. 

[He did all this?!] 

Sui Rou replied, "He's the only player on this floor. If you are that curious why not watch the recordings 

a few hours ago in this location." 

[There is that option. You could also nap for a bit. Rourou among the players in this movie is the only 

one awake.] 

Manager Gou used his authority to watch the same replay about what happened on this floor a few 

hours ago. 

What happened on the third floor when Hei Anjinh arrived. The third floor was already full of zombies 

and ghosts when Hei Anjing arrived on this floor but unlike that scene on the second floor just now the 

mob characters are led by the Boss NPC's Clone. 

The boss NPC of this movie is a water ghost lady. She fights and drags her prey using her hair. Her skin is 

so white and bloodless. Only pure black eyes including her pupils are dark. 

The zombies all turned to look at Hei Anjing and System Yang who had just arrived. They were both 

expressionless when they saw such a huge crowd of monsters. 

[Are creatures of this world brainless?] Commented System Yang as he started counting the total of the 

mob characters on the scene. He was so sure his master would not spare this group of toys that served 

themselves before him. 



[Any orders, Master?] 

System Yang and the audience of Hei Anjing's Channel could only watch as Hei Anjing pulled a metal 

string between his two hands. These were the customized strings gifted to him by his husband to use as 

a weapon. For someone like Hei Anjing, this kind of weapon is new. The main weapon he uses for 

fighting is a scythe but he loves fighting and unfair situations like this make his blood boil. 

"Heh~ this is the first time my toys have come before me. I don't even have to look for them anymore. 

Well then~ shall we have some fun~" said Hei Anjing. 

Everyone had watched as Hei Anjing suddenly disappeared in thin air. Even the Boss NPC clone was 

shocked that even she didn't notice where Hei Anjing had disappeared to. 

Boss NPC clone screamed, "Where is he? That human player? Where did he go? Look for him!!!" 

A commotion was suddenly heard within the crowd. They move their head left to right, top to down, 

and even turn their heads 360 degrees from all angles but that beautiful human player had disappeared 

on the spot. All of the sudden, some monsters felt their bodies were locked on the spot. They weren't 

able to move at all and forcing themselves to move made them feel pain as if their skins were being 

sliced off. 

The sounds of someone's evil peals of laughter echoes in the hallway echoing in each and everyone's 

ears. nov𝓔𝔩𝗎𝗌𝚋\𝓬\o\𝗆 

Chuckles~ 

"Don't worry~ It wouldn't be so painful~?" said Hei Anjing, his voice can be heard all over the floor that 

Boss Level NPCs were stunned. 

This is the first time they met a human like this. He treats monsters NPC as atm. They were his source of 

income. Usually, Players of all levels whether they are newbies or veteran players, one would never 

purposely attack these NPCs. In the first place, the movies are their territories. These creatures are 

stronger than most players. Who would expect a player like Hei Anjing who was beyond the measures of 

human beings to appear in this game world? Not only is he a God in a pure sense despite his human 

form, but he is also a lunatic that loves blood, thrill, and excitement. Only things like this are able to ease 

his boredom. 

Most creatures had found a smiling beauty who stood on the ceiling of the hallway at the center of the 

crowd. As if defying the gravity itself his feet were firmly attached to the ceiling and standing straight 

and relaxed. He looks at them with a playful smirk as his eyes glow in slight silver. Though most of the 

time his silver eyes reveal only when he is angered at some point, it would also sometimes appear when 

his excitement is at its peak. 

Hei Anjing asked, "Are you ready? Hehehe~" 

But before the mob monster could even react, Hei Anjing fell from the ceiling headfirst and flipped over, 

the sound of metals being pulled was heard, followed by it was the scene those abyssal monsters would 

never forget. Though most of them were almost immortal in this world their deaths are still real. At the 

last sight of their lives, they can only watch their limbs cut off all at the same time. They were like 

butchered meat sliced in the air and all fell on the ground in multiple pieces. 



With just a single move from Hei Anjing, the mob monster had immediately lost half of their people... At 

the center of that spread pool of blood and flesh, is Hei Anjing. The whole process of that scene didn't 

even leave traces on him. His clothes were untainted by blood or dust. 

The Boss NPC Clone and the rest of the other monsters were now staring at this human player as if 

seeing some Death God that could reap their lives away. What's even worse is that this human's 

appearance is overly exquisite but at this moment he had an insane smile on his face as he looked like 

the metal strings on his hands were covered in crimson blood. 

"This is not enough~ More... show more... give me more blood and despair~," said Hei Anjing as he was 

laughing at the center of gore like a madman. 

But even though he acts crazy he is still breathtaking to look at. These overpowered movements made 

his audience cheer for him. It didn't last for his views to reach 900k. The sounds of endless gifts being 

sent were ringing in the corridor but the rest of the mob monsters including the boss NPC Clone had 

been backing away from him. 

Boss NPC spoke, "What is this human? Who the hell is he?! I've even allowed other ghosts and monsters 

to enter my territory to kill one of the TOP human players on the list. The only real enemy is supposed to 

be Black Widow! What the fuck are you? There are at least more than thousands of us here!!!" 

"Hm~ But I am just a newbie player. One that was dragged here to complete the quota for the role-

playing in this movie~" replied Hei Anjing. 

The Boss NPC bellowed, "Impossible! Except for the Lord General who had taken over that human's 

body, the other human players are even worse than trash!" 

"Well~ Hello~ I am one of those trashes you spoke of~" 

"No! You monster! Stay away! Run... RUN! This human player is more powerful than Black Widow!!!" 

yelled the Boss NPC Clone as she tried to run away. 

Unfortunately, Hei Anjing isn't the type to let his toys go~ with a flick of his fingers the metal strings in 

his hands flew towards the Ghost Lady and wrapped around her neck. Then as if a fish was biting the 

hook, with a single pull from Hei Anjing this Boss NPC had flown towards him. 

"Hm~ Going somewhere darling~" whispered Hei Anjing to the Boss NPC Clone. Followed by his laughter 

is the loud shriek of the ghost lady. 

Everyone had witnessed the human player playing around with the metal strings on his fingers 

controlling the Boss NPC like a puppet. He ruthlessly controlled the Boss NPC to act as his tool for killing 

at the same time randomly throwing talismans gifted to him without even looking. He looks like 

someone who was wasting money without even calculating his losses. Along the gloomy corridor, the 

sounds of groans, screams, and cries resonate even worse Hei Anjing maniacal laughter mixed within the 

sounds of despair. 

Only when Hei Anjing finally got tired did he let his new puppet free. Freeing her from the humiliation of 

betraying her own kind and killing them with her own hands against her will, of course, her ending is 

death by pulling her limbs by strings and hanging her like a broken doll on the wall. 



The crazy smile on Hei Anjing's face had faded and he started yawning as he pinched his nose with an 

expressionless face. Some ghosts and monsters had escaped by running down on the lower floors. Hei 

Anjing had spared them on purpose while those who tried to run up instead were all killed. 

"Yawns~ That's a nice warm up~ Yang, I want to take a bath~," said Hei Anjing to the floating little sun 

beside him. 

[I will make some preparation for you, Master. But what should we do to those who had escaped from 

the lower floors?] 

"Leave it. That pair of protagonists could kill them~ Just leave them a message saying it was a gift from 

me~ I'm too sleepy but I want to take a bath first. This place is too dirty. I don't want to stay here 

anymore~" 

[I've prepared a clean room with an attached bathroom for the Master. Please follow me to escort you 

on the way.] 

"Okay, ~ Let's go... Yawns*" 

The recording ended after that. 

Manager Gou who had watched the scene was shocked to the point of speechlessness. This player 

called Hei Anjing is even more powerful than his own player. Sui Rou aka Black Widow is quite a well-

known player in abyssal. She is from an agency that accepts assassination missions in exchange for gold 

as a reward. But this time Sui Rou was the one who opened this low-tier movie trying to complete this 

movie as a solo. She was unlucky that the newbies that were pulled in her movie were even more 

monstrous than herself. 

[Rourou, you are so unlucky. Why did this God-like player have to be among the newbies to be pulled in 

this movie who had opened? Now the perfect movie reward is impossible to achieve and even 

completing your current mission is not possible to be accomplished. As per your request, I will use your 

gold coins to refresh your main mission to avoid the Massacre Mode. With your injuries it is not good to 

enter the Punishment Game Mode.] 

"Understood. Get a mission that involves this movie's Boss NPC. Those guys were planning on 

confronting the Boss right from the very beginning." said Sui Rou. 

[Sigh~ I will do my best.] 

--- 

Meanwhile on the other side of the dimension within the hospital, the Evil God, Yan Lou was watching 

the scene of Hei Anjing's channel since that time he woke up from his slumber. He was an avid fan of the 

channel gifting gift every single hour. It was because of his generosity that Hei Anjing is even wealthier 

than most veteran players in Abyssal World. 

His room suddenly shook when his dangerous aura spreads out of nowhere. There's an obvious jealous 

look on his handsome face. 



Then with a slight pouting tone, Yan Lou was mumbling, "It is just a small and useless ghost! Why did he 

have to call it darling!? He should call that to me!! Hmp! I will have to punish this little naughty devil... 

But I don't have new clothes to wear on our first date..." 

His eyes look around and found his subordinates waiting at the side. Warden Lou who is called Chu Mo 

in this world and Zhi Yue in his little moon avatar form flinched under his murderous glare. They couldn't 

understand why would the big boss be in the mood right now when all he is doing is just watching his 

wife streaming. 

Chu Mo asked, "D-Do you have any orders, my lord?" 

"I want to see him..." said Yan Lou. 

"This..." Chu Mo didn't answer right away. He had no authority when the topic is about the other big 

boss like Lord Hei. 

He could only glance at System Yue who was suddenly cut off from contacting his partner from the other 

side. He was still thinking about that special capability of his to teleport anywhere as long as he have the 

coordinates. System Yang gave the coordinates but didn't know how he would inform a Lord God who 

had no idea of what he really is. 

Thankfully, the situation had changed to the Lord God wanting to come over himself and see his wife. 

Now he doesn't need to make some excuse. He could bring them over right away. 

[My Lord, I have a way!] 

Then what followed is the scene of the three of them instantly appearing inside Hei Anjing's resting 

room.. System Yue had successfully teleported them over to where the sleeping Lord Hei is. 

Chapter 498 - 11.24 First Green Star - Haunted Asylum (13) 

During his second napping time, Hei Anjing's sleep was shallower than the first one. He also felt the 

arrival of the three people in the room but didn't even react when System Yang had allowed them to 

enter. When he felt a presence approaching him closer he was on guard. Not just anyone is able to come 

near him especially when he is about to sleep. 

But suddenly his nose had smelled the familiar scent of Sandalwood with mixed rust and tobacco. He 

had known this aroma for a very long time. Only his husband possesses such a scent. Because of it, his 

vigilance had lowered, relaxed and he felt even sleepier. Especially when that man had laid down beside 

him and pulled him within his warm embrace. Hei Anjing had totally fallen to slumber with that warmth 

that kept him safe. nov𝔢𝑙𝚞𝑠𝚋.𝓬/o/𝓂 

After a few hours of sleep Hei Anjing finally slowly woke up. He had slept so comfortably this time that 

he had forgotten about the person who was hugging him from behind. Suddenly feeling a pair of arms 

wrapped around him startled him. He instantly used his elbow to hit the one behind him. 

Yan Lou was also sleeping so peacefully when he suddenly received an elbow hit on his stomach. The 

strength packed from that attack is quite strong that he felt something hard as metal jabbed at his 

stomach. Followed by that is the feeling of something within his embrace leaving. 

Ugh~ 



Only when the Evil God opened his eyes, did he see Hei Anjing struggling to leave his embrace? Just the 

sight of this made him feel pissed. He tightens his grip on such a soft thin waist and flips himself over. 

Now he is above Hei Anjing, locking his ways of escape while looking at him from above. 

He could see those pairs of deep blue eyes flashing with a light of silver and knew that this little one was 

about to explode in anger. There are no emotions imprinted on Hei Anjing's face making him look 

unapproachable, his mood had gone bad immediately when he saw someone sleeping on the same bed 

as him. 

Yan Lou, when seeing Hei Anjing's dazed eyes, knew that the little one was still half asleep. He was 

struggling obviously because he didn't recognize him. This was their first meeting after all. Seeing his 

half-asleep state made the Evil God feel that his little wife is so adorable. 

One couldn't compare it to the maniac thrill seeker who killed tons of mob monsters from before. Yan 

Lou could stop himself from caressing those half-lidded eyes before him. But when he does that Hei 

Anjing immediately retaliates he was about to use his knees to kick Yan Lou on his stomach again. 

But this time Yan Lou had already expected it and used his legs to press on it. He lowered his head and 

kissed Hei Anjing on his forehead which instantly woke him up. There was a fierce expression on his face 

when he was suddenly welcomed by a pair of black and red eyes staring at him gently. Then that 

relaxing scent that had put him to sleep, had once again assaulted his nose. Calms down his anger. 

These eyes were very familiar to him. Like his whenever his husband is angry his pure black eyes would 

flash crimson and turn completely red in anger but his husband doesn't seem to know about this. That's 

why he always says his eyes are beautiful from the pure color of darkness. It would suddenly change to 

that of the color of blood. This two-color is very attractive to him. 

Hei Anjing's fierce expression suddenly subsides and keeps staring at Yan Lou with no expression on his 

face yet those blue eyes were softened when meeting his eyes. Yan Lou was stunned at first. For some 

reason, he feels his little one knows who he is. 

Yan Lou lightly and teasingly scratches the cheeks of Hei Anjing with his thumb and places all his weight 

on Hei Anjing. As expected the little one no longer pushed him away and inside wrapped his slender 

arms around his waist totally welcoming of his presence. 

Because of this, Yan Lou's fear of being hated by his little one had faded. He openly hugs the man under 

him placing his chin on his chest and looking at each other. 

Yan Lou asked, "You know who I am?" 

"IAmTheEvilGod. Real name: Yan Lou. The owner and ruler of Abyssal World. The one true God." said 

Hei Anjing who started playing with Yan Lou's soft and long black hair while smiling. 

His gaze was gentle and loving as if Yan Lou was the only person in his world. 

"The one in my dreams is you, right? What is your name?" asked Yan Lou. 

"Hei Anjing. You can call me Jing'er." Then he gave Yan Lou a teasing smile and asked, "Aren't you afraid 

that maybe I came here to kill you instead?" 



"No. Never. After all... In my dreams... You would always be in tears crying as you call for me..." said Yan 

Lou. 

As expected, as soon as he said these words the hand that was playing with his hair stiffened, and the 

playful smile on Hei Anjing's lips faded. He also started avoiding his gaze afraid that he would see 

through his thoughts and ask him more about it. But deep in his mind, he could hear his own voice 

saying. Stop asking. Don't ask anymore. Just love the person before you and for the rest forget about it. 

Seeing that Hei Anjing started avoiding his eyes Yan Lou started acting like a rogue as placed his hand 

inside the pajamas of Hei Anjing. The body under his palms starts trembling to show how sensitive this 

person is. 

Hei Anjing frowned a bit and started pushing Yan Lou away but the strength those arms used to push 

him isn't even half the power that elbow attack he received had. 

"En~ S-Stop playing~ I'm on... Live~" Said Hei Anjing as his expression starts to become expressive from 

the ticklish feeling of those warm hands spreading in his body. 

Once Yan Lou heard what the little one said, he immediately pulled out his hands from the little one's 

clothes, grabbed the blanket, and covered his wife wholly inside. He then glared in the direction of the 

invisible streaming camera inside the room. 

That deadly glare almost sends the souls of the audience to nothingness. They felt the raging aura this 

dangerous man had spread with just his glares alone. Thankfully they were separated by distance and 

location. 

Yan Lou glowered at the camera and said, "Forget what you saw!" his eyes turned red, and glared at 

everyone with menacing and piercing eyes. He looks like he wanted to kill everyone who had seen his 

little wife just now. 

Player Hei Channel's comment section: 

'GYA! Fuck! He's so scary!!!' 

'Did you hear just now? HeiHei said this man is IAmTheEvilGod. Is he really the landlord!!?' 

'Impossible! Lord Hei is currently inside the game. How could he go inside an ongoing movie RPG!?' 

'It's possible! If he is a player within the Top 5. Those players listed within the Star List had props that 

could allow them to enter games even when it already started!' 

'Did he really go inside Haunted Asylum just to look for Player Hei!? Are they for real? They've just met 

each other today and their first conversation is in this comment section.' 

'Ah~ a high-level player. Is the landlord really a high-level player!!?' 

'Fuck! So envious!! Bigshot! Look here. Though I'm not as hot and sexy as your wife, I can also warm 

your bed for you!' 

Yan Lou shouted at him, "Scram!" 



He was still hiding Hei Anjing's face from the crowd as he hugged him within his embrace. Suddenly he 

felt the pain coming from his waist, he saw it was his little wife pinching him. He slightly loosen his hug 

and the latter took this opportunity to reveal his face. 

Gasped! 

Hei Anjing gasped for air as soon as his face was freed from this man's stiff chest. He thought he would 

get suffocated in there. His face flushed from lack of air as he was panting trying to catch his breath. His 

lips turned red from being pressed from before leaving a cerise color. It was even slightly parted as his 

little wife inhaled for oxygen. 

His little wife glares at him despite looking so delicate thanks to some wet traces at the corner of his 

eyes. He looks like a bullied little wife making Yan Lou feel like a beast. 

"Do you want to suffocate me to death!?" complained Hei Anjing. 

"N-No... Sorry, ~ baby, I can't hold back anymore." 

"Are you crazy!? HMP!!!" 

Before Hei Anjing could even close his mouth after speaking, a tongue dived inside while a weight 

pressed him back on the floor. 

At first, Hei Anjing started flailing his hand hitting the back of this bastard that wished to eat him alive. 

Normally he would mind but he isn't an exhibitionist. He would never do that in the eyes of others. He is 

a possessive type as well. Why would he let others see his husband's assets; those are all only him! 

He started fighting back and even bit his husband's lips asking wordlessly to stop. 

Despite slightly broken lips Yan Lou didn't stop kissing his little wife. Only when he felt that he had kissed 

enough that they parted with a thin silvery line connecting their red lips which instantly faded. Both 

were slightly out of breathing while staring at each other's eyes. 

Yan Lou saw his wife slightly pouting and realized why his Jing'er is in a bad mood. Gentle caressing 

those swollen lips he had deliciously enjoyed for a few minutes, Yan Lou had to start coaxing him. 

"I wouldn't do it here. Not with everyone watching. That Jing'er is only for me to see. Anyone else who 

would see it would die under my hands." said Yan Lou as even his voice turned cold at the last sentence. 

Then he suddenly remembered something and smirked. 

HMPH! 

Seeing this roguish expression on his husband's face, Hei Anjing knew he was planning something again 

and tried to crawl off the bed only to be pressed back to the bed. The difference in their weights is 

obvious. It is very hard for Hei Anjing to escape. Suddenly Yan Lou covered the two of them with the 

blanket. 

Under the blanket, no one knew what this PDA couple was doing. But the movements on the bed plus 

the sounds under the blanket left those who were watching with their wildest imaginations. 

Hei Anjing's voice coming under the blanket. "What are you going to do now!?" 



"Don't worry Baby~ I wouldn't do that but what I'm going to do will be a bit painful... Don't worry it will 

feel good soon~" The voice of Yan Lou coming under the blanket. 

The comment section was full of colorful imaginations. 

'Fuck! Are we watching porn right now!?' 

'Are you blind!? What porn!? Can you get excited with just those wriggling movements under the 

blanket!' 

'Damn! This is crazy! What the hell am I even thinking about watching this!?' 

'I've already pulled down my pants and you show me only this?! If you're so amazing, remove the 

blanket!' 

Ahhmm~ 

Then they suddenly heard a moan which was muffled as soon as possible. A sudden silence spread in the 

comment section. 

'........' 

'Fuck! What the hell are they doing there!!?' 

'This channel wouldn't be locked right!?' 

'Shit! Look at the views it moves past a Million of views. Is selling rot this popular?' 

'Selling Rot your ass! This is a real couple!!' 

Announcement of the channel: 

[Due to the sudden increase of traffic in Player Hei's channel, we will need to refresh his connection 

channel. Audience please wait for a few minutes for the channel to be on live again!] 

'Fucking hell! At least tell us what they are doing under the blanket!!!!' 

Chapter 499 - 11.25 First Green Star - Haunted Asylum (14) 

While the situation on the third floor was getting hot. The other players who were napping had all 

woken up from their rest. As soon as An Yuan had woken up, Han Ya told him to follow him, they would 

soon be entering the third floor. As Professor An Yuan is still blind, Han ya needs to hold his hand to 

escort him up the stairs. This is to avoid him tripping or falling on their way up. 

As soon as they reached the third floor, Han Ya's expression turned dark at the scene before him. He 

might be human right now but he is still an undead knight in the core. So seeing their own kin in such a 

state, he couldn't help frowning. They were killed in such a cruel way. Yes, like how they treated human 

players as toys. 

Han Ya asked his manager, "What happened here?" 

Little angel, Manager Tian replies though his tone is hesitant and careful. 



[This is a result of a group of mob monsters led by the Boss NPC clone after targeting Player Hei. He 

massacred them within a few minutes and didn't even take half an hour.] 

"He did all this?" asked Han Ya in disbelief. "No one helped him?" 

[No, boss. You should watch his replay recordings of what happened here. He is quite no... Very 

merciless.] 

The two managers let their players watch the recordings of what Hei Anjing did on the third floor. 

Though An Yuan is blind, Manager Gui only has to connect the channel platform to his thoughts so his 

brain could process them. It is no different from playing a High Technology 3D video recording by his 

experience. 

Professor An Yuan couldn't help but feel his stomach churn seeing all those limbs and internal organs 

flying around at Hei Anjing's every attack. The rare scene of seeing ghosts and monsters running away 

from humans is now presented before them. Han Ya's aura turned murderous and held it back when he 

saw An Yuan vomiting by the corner. 

Urghs~ blergh~ 

Han Ya had a helpless expression on his face as he pats the professor's back. For a normal human being 

like An Yuan, this kind of scene is still a bit too much for him to bear. Especially frightened when he saw 

Hei Anjing smiling and laughing like a maniac in the video. 

He looks so beautiful with his perfectly refined features, exquisite and heavenly but who would expect 

such an angel-looking person to be someone even more ruthless than monsters he had met all this time. 

What's surprising is that none of the blood had fallen onto himself, even his clothes were spared as if he 

had intentionally made such flashy movements just to keep himself clean. 

Han Ya asked, "A'Yuan, are you okay?" 

"This type of person is extremely dangerous. Not only is his intelligence beyond normal, everything 

about him is above what an average person could do. Plus he had a problem of cleanliness, the type that 

hates dirt yet he likes silence. He might be temperamental or bipolar and had a strict line for his hates 

and likes. Moreover, he doesn't care about the life and death of others unless he is entertaining in his 

eyes." 

Professor An Yuan had psychoanalyzed Hei Anjing based on this video and his first impression of him. 

The other three frowned at what they'd heard. This player, Hei Anjing, is more dangerous than they 

thought. No wonder he didn't even care about moving on his own. He is a powerful person that does not 

need others to help him. Plus with this type of person, the only possible people who could stand by his 

side are either his family members or subordinates who are loyal to him to death. 

As for the rest of the people, he saw them not much different from stray dogs or cats he would only take 

a glance when interested and ignore when not. 

Manager Gui spoke, [I take back my words from before. This player is someone not even the managerial 

society can handle. Forget about getting a shared contract with him.] 



An Yuan spoke, "If I didn't do this I wouldn't even plan to agree to it but now it is different... We will 

agree with his idea." 

Han Ya asked, "Why? A'Yuan, don't be afraid. I am here. He can't kill you." 

"Xiao Ya. He told me that even fighting against you, he can kill all of us together. He was smiling when he 

told me that. The confidence in his tone and those meaningful words. I do not know what you are hiding 

from me but... He seems to know about you already." said An Yuan. 

At these words, the two managers and Han Ya were all stunned. If there is a secret not known by An 

Yuan but all three of them know then it was only that. That the current Han Ya is no longer the original 

one but a superior being that was born in the Abyssal World. Someone stronger than all NPC bosses in 

this world. One of the two direct subordinates of this world's God, the Undead Knight, a general that 

leads the war, Gui Ya. 

Han Ya forgot all about what An Yuan said about Hei Anjing and focused more on what he said about 

him hiding something from An Yuan. 

He was stuttering a bit as he asked, "Y-You know... that I am hiding something?" asked Han Ya. 

An Yuan thought for a bit and nodded, "Yes, you are completely different from before. Before when you 

saw me you would run away. When talking to me you would stutter and then... You would also try to 

avoid touching me. I've always thought you'd hated me but now... You protect me even if I can't help 

you at all. You would hold my hands and hug me out of nowhere. I've always thought that you had 

changed because of experiencing life and death situations like now and stop and death but... I have a 

feeling things aren't simple." 

His dull light gray eyes stare at Han Ya's eyes directly. Of course, An Yuan couldn't see him at all. It was 

just a coincidence that their eyes met as Han Ya was looking at him from the same angle. But the words 

the professor had spoken had shaken the hearts of the three beings before him. So speechless that they 

didn't know what to say or whether they should explain or not. The two managers can only look at their 

superior waiting for his decision. 

Han Ya asked, "Is... Is this okay with you? The change I have right now? Is it better than the old me?" 

within his voice was a slight disorder as if he regrets asking such questions. But even then the hand that 

held An Yuan's hand tightens more than loosens it. 

Feeling the larger hand squeezing him, An Yuan could feel his hesitation yet anticipation at the same 

time. He fell in silence as if thinking of something known only to him while staring at the hand that held 

him. 

He then answered honestly, "The Xiao Ya right now is much better than the old you. I like you better 

right now." said An Yuan with a smile. 

Han Ya feels as if a stone was lifted off from his heart. The heavy pressure looming in him had faded 

with those words and hugs An Yuan and whispered, "Hm~ Thank you, A'Yuan. For choosing me..." 

It seems everyone had forgotten the main point of the professor's words. The real reason why weren't 

able to disagree with Hei Anjing's idea is to work together as a group. 



A few minutes later... 

Han Ya finally let go of An Yuan and once again frowned when he saw the bloodied corridors before 

them and said, "A'Yuan, let me carry you through the hallway. There are holes on the ground. I need to 

jump over it to wall past the corridor." 

The two managers were looking at each other after looking at the perfect paved floor before them. 

Except for blood pooling over the ground and walls, there is no such thing as holes that can be found. 

They are both expressions of asking 'Where are the holes?' while Han Ya completely ignored them and 

carefully carried An Yuan on his back. 

After hugging for a few minutes Han Ya had asked An Yuan to cover his nose and carried him on his 

back. When An Yuan asked the reason why he wanted to carry him, Han Ya answered that the ground 

on this floor had holes and taking too long to walk through it was dangerous. 

Han Ya could only carry him on his back and passed through the hallway towards the staircase that leads 

to the fourth floor. He pretends to jump here and there as if there are really holes when there is nothing 

on it. Only An Yuan, who is currently blind would believe his words. 

His virtual map doesn't show the current appearance of the hallway and whatever is in it. To him, all 

corridors and rooms look like 3D lines and boxes with few labels on them. The current state of the area 

cannot be seen in his virtual map. 

Actually, the real reason why Han Ya chose to carry An Yuan on his back is that the hallway is covered in 

blood and Han Ya didn't want him to imagine or accidentally touch such a disgusting thing. Carrying him 

is more convenient and rewarding for Han Ya anyway. 

As soon as they reached the end of the third floor. They saw Sui Rou who was wearing clothes black 

from top to bottom. Her former weak and easily bullied persona is completely gone. Her current face 

had no emotion and her stares were cold and scrutinizing when looking at the newly arrived pair. 

Upon seeing The hole on her left shoulder with no injuries left on the body itself, Han Ya's eyes turned 

fierce as he remembered that, the hole on her clothes was the very position he stabbed that assassin 

that tried to kill the professor. 

Seeing this Han Ya places An Yuan down and hides him behind him. 

An Yuan asked in confusion, "What's wrong Xiao Ya?" 

"Stand behind me. There's an enemy here," said Han Ya. 

An Yuan said, "Enemy? You don't mean the Assassin from before!?" 

Sui Rou upon hearing the pair's conversation and seeing Han Ya was about to attack her gave them an 

eye roll. 

She coldly said, "You want to start a fight here? In front of the room where the devil sleeps? Count me 

out. I don't want to die yet." The devil she is talking about is Hei Anjing. After seeing the replays of the 

man's recording Manager Gou had been calling this player devil and Sui Rou started calling him the 

same. 



Then Han Ya looked at the closed door which looked cleaner than the rest of the doors in this hallway. 

The sound of the door opening was heard and a little sun floated out from the creak of it. 

System Yang spoke, [Master is currently taking a bath. Please wait for a few minutes for him to finish.] 
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An Yuan asked, "There is a bathroom here? Can I borrow..." 

The professor didn't even finish his words when System Yang already gave him an answer. 

[No. Strangers are not allowed to enter my Master's room.] 

An Yuan said, "Then... If we share the same channel can we go inside and meet with your master?" 

System Yang didn't answer right away but first, look at the young yet blind professor and this man with a 

different soul within a human body and then lastly glance at the lady with the aura of an assassin. 

[You can but... Do you really agree with the grouping?] 

An Yuan said, "Temporary grouping for at least one game first. We will play as a group in the next game. 

If after the completion is satisfactory then we can extend the duration of it. If it's a contract with this 

condition I am okay with it?" 

[Let me ask first.] 

System Yang had asked Lord Hei about this contract through their connections and spoke with their 

thoughts. As expected, Hei Anjing agreed right away. But he also throws another condition. 

[Master says he will only agree if both Player An Yuan and Player Han Ya joined plus giving him another 

three slots for him if the contract is to be extended after the second game.] 

An Yuan said, "This I don't mind but... Does the upgrade of the group channel need gold coins?" 

His manager answered, a small little fur ball devil flew towards him and explained. 

[Group Channel Contracts had levels. An ordinary level contract can bind four players. An intermediate 

level contract needs eight players and the High-level contract binds at most hundred players 

Price: 

Ordinary: 10,000 gold coins 

Intermediate: 100,000 gold coins 

High: 1,000,000 gold coins. 

Upgrades: 

Ordinary to Intermediate: 500,000 gold coins. 

Intermediate to High: 3 Million gold coins.] 

An Yuan murmured, "It's even more expensive than my eyes. Can I take back the words I've said just 

now?" 



System Yang spoke, [Do not worry. As long as you agree we are the ones paying for it but the contents 

of the contract would be written by us together with all managers overlooking.] 

The professor murmured in disbelief, "How come he is so rich when both of us are newbies?" 

Manager Tian answered. [He has a patron. Remember. Those guys are able to send multiple gifts and 

even transfer gold coins to their chosen players anytime. I heard his patron is extremely wealthy.] 

An Yuan smiled when he heard that. His real thoughts, 'So we don't need to pay...' 

"If it's like that then we agree," said An Yuan. He believes Han Ya would accept his decision as that is 

what he had told him on their way here. 

[If the decision is made then please enter and talk the details with Master.] said System Yang who had 

finally opened the door and allowed Han Ya and An Yuan to enter followed by their managers they've all 

gone inside. 

Only Sui Rou remained standing outside. She didn't wish to get0 involved with them and will wait here 

when they've finally decided to enter the fourth floor and finish the movie. 

[Please give us a moment Player Sui Rou. It shouldn't take long.] 

System Yang expressed his Master's thoughts. 

Sui Rou spoke, "Take your time. I am not in a hurry." 

After all, before Han Ya and An Yuan had arrived she had already spoken with Hei Anjing. Their 

conversation is only about the Boss NPC of this movie. Sui Rou's main mission is to eliminate the Boss 

while Hei Anjing would most likely want Player An Yuan to finish his main mission first. 

Sui Rou understood that and talked to Hei Anjing ahead of time. She promises not to harm any of the 

two newbie players anymore during the last stage of the movie while the life of the boss NPC would be 

hers. She had also been gifted a weapon and defensive clothing from her collection. A high-grade spear 

with a debuffing curse and a black cloak with 100% physical attack and 50% elemental attack defensive 

effect.. Only then did Hei Anjing agree. 

Chapter 500 - 11.26 First Green Star - Haunted Asylum (15) 

As soon as the pair of players and their managers entered the room, they felt like they were pulled into 

another dimension altogether. The interior of the room is not affected by the movie venue's authority 

and this sole hospital room remained the same. This is indeed one of the rooms in the hospital they are 

currently in. 

When the movie had begun a certain power enveloped a part of the original hospital and turned it into a 

game scenario location. But it is a scenery that is created in a mirror world, making the whole venue of 

the Haunted Asylum connected to the real hospital where original and players in the abyssal world go 

to. 

What stunned them is that there's another handsome man sitting on the edge of the bed with a 

cigarette between his thin lips. He is wearing black pants and military boots. Charcoal gray shirt and a 

long black trench coat. His long black hair was tied up behind him and his monochromatic eyes made 



them shiver as one of his eyes was black and the other was red. Surrounded by a dangerous aura around 

him they felt like a pack of sheep before a tiger. 

The smog coming from this cigarette half-hidden his face yet his cold stares made An Yuan's legs soften. 

He felt that if Hei Anjing is like a snow leopard who looks so beautiful yet dangerous then this man is a 

tiger. His whole being emitted the presence of danger and bloodthirst. 

Gulps! 

The two managers plus one player An Yuan all unconsciously hid behind Han Ya who is stronger than any 

of them. What they didn't know was that right now even Han Ya in the presence of this man is so tense 

that his muscles had all stiffened before this man. He felt that he was standing before his creator, the 

Evil God himself. 

Puff~ 

Manager Tian, who loves following news about players, recognized who the man on the bed is. He is the 

most powerful player in the abyssal world. The Top 1 player known as Abyss, is Lou Yan. This is Yan Lou's 

human identity. 

"Yue, who are these brats?" asked Lou Yan pretending not to know them. He looks fierce and aggressive 

as if he wants to end them all. 

System Yue: [My lord, they are newbie players from the same batch as Lord Hei's.] 

System Yang: [They are the ones who are going to enter the group contract with master and you, Lord 

Yan.] 

[A/n: Yan Lou will be called Lou Yan in every game.] 

"Hm~ since my wife had chosen them then it will do." said the Evil God pretending to be a player. 

Puffs~ 

Lou Yan narrowed his eyes as he puffed his cigarettes. Then suddenly Manager Tian who recognized him 

suddenly screamed. 

[AAAAHHHH!!!] 

Manager Gui: [What's wrong with you whitey? Suddenly screaming like that!] 

[Gui Gui, do you not recognize him!? He is Abyss. The strongest human player in the Abyssal World!!] 

[Oh shit! It's for real!!? The real abyss!] 

System Yue: [You guys are so noisy!] 

On the other hand, Yang was informing his creator about his master. 

[Milord, Master is about to finish his bath. You should finish your cigarette.] 

"What!?" 



Lou Yan panicked for a moment when he suddenly heard the sound of the lock clicking from the 

direction of the bathroom and looked at the half-lit cigarette between his fingers. It was already too late 

to hide him from his wife and look around to hide it somewhere. Then he spotted Han Ya and placed the 

little tobacco in the latter's hand. 

With a serious face on his face, Lou Yan said, "Remember it was you who was smoking, not me." 

Han Ya could only wordlessly nod his head and stare at the cigarette between his fingers in dazed. He 

doesn't know how he reacts as he doesn't understand what is happening. 

It was only until they saw a Hei Anjing fresh out from the bath that they could still see the steams 

coming from the bathroom. Only to see his exquisite face slightly scrunched when he smelled the aroma 

of the tobacco that they understood, especially when his cold voice resounded inside the room. 

Hei Anjing asked coldly, "Who dares to smoke in my bedroom? Do you want to die?" 

Slightly burned from the falling ash of the half-lit cigarette, Han Ya incidentally threw the cigarette on 

the bed and everyone watched as the blanket and even the bedsheet started burning. 

Hissed! 

The two panicking managers, Gui and Tian. [AH! Fire! There's fire! The bed is burning!!!] 

Lou Yan had to extinguish it using his skill to control fire. And the room was almost covered in smoke. 

Everyone had all unconsciously looked at Lou Yan who originally owned that stick of cigarette. With a 

single wave of his hands, the fire was immediately gone. He was hesitating to look at his wife right now. 
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"Wife, I..." calls Lou Yan. He looks so pitiful like a puppy who is begging for treats. 

With his arms crossed in front of his chest, "No kiss for one week." 

"Wait I can explain..."? But all he received is a scary glare from his wife who hates the taste of tobacco 

when kissing. 

Lou Yan's face looks as if the world is ending before him. He looks so gloomy and pitiful as Hei Anjing 

chooses to ignore him. 

Wearing white long sleeve clothes with an open chest that could be concealed as long as the thread was 

pulled over paired with pants and sneakers. His chest area was a bit too open allowing everyone to see 

dark red flames like patterns on his collar bone. His skin is so white that the blood-red edges black 

tattoo look so gorgeous on him. Everyone couldn't help but take a second look at his neck area. 

Everyone recognized this fire tattoo as a marking left behind by top-level players to their enemies or 

spouse. In this case, it was the former and obviously, the one who left such a clear mark is none other 

than Lou Yan, someone, who was known as an abyss in this world. 

Manager Tian nudged Manager Gui beside him and whispered, [Isn't that the soul marking? It was this 

clear and solid. Do you think they...] 

[Shss! Hold your tongue! Do you want to get killed!?] whispered back, Manager Gui. 



[I was only asking. Since its red and black shade is Lou Yan a human or a monster. Monsters have black 

markings while players have elemental colors. His imprint had two shades. Is it possible that he is not 

human? I mean look at you player. Didn't he receive the same kind of mark from my boss?] 

[Shut up! If becoming a mute would save your life then do it!] said Manager Gui who posted a silencing 

talisman on Manager Tian making all sounds from his mouth blocked by the spell. 

Hei Anjing started the conversation after asking the other to take a seat. Two couches and a small table 

at the center were prepared by System Yang for their discussion about the group channel. An ordinary 

level Group contract appeared in front of four players. 

An ordinary level contract is able to bind four players together in a game. There are also four fountain 

pens beside each contract all members are allowed to put at most two conditions each before the 

contract is sealed. 

System Yue spoke, [Let me explain what are the advantages and disadvantages of the group shared 

channel contract. 

Advantages: 

- Players that are bound by the contract can share missions and rewards with each other. As for how to 

split the rewards the members can all talk about it before writing the result of your agreement to the 

contract on the reward option in the contract. Rewards are multiplied. 

- Everyone's name under the contract is protected by it. It would show a glowing name written on the 

contract as long as the member is alive regardless of distance, time, or space. Once the glow in the 

name faded it means that the member is dead and his or her name would fade from the contract book. 

- This is important. You must point out one leader on the list. He would hold the contract and would only 

pass on the next one once he died in this world. 

Disadvantages: 

- Punishments are shared as a group as well. Since it's a must to complete two-thirds of all main 

missions, failure to do so would lead to everyone being pulled to enter the Massacre Game. It is an 

insane mode with 99 percent casualties. The only good side is that the rewards are abundant. 

In short two thirds of the ordinary contract means for the four main missions you guys would have you 

need to complete three of four. If it's less then it would be punishment time. 

- A poorly written well contract will have pits. The abyssal council would definitely use these loopholes 

just to eliminate players. Be careful. 

That's all. Now you are given a pen to write the conditions you wanted to propose to the group and 

before the signing ceremony, the group can talk about the details among yourselves. Only after the final 

decision was made that us managers would be your witnesses for this contract signing.] 

Hei Anjing picked up the contract and casually wrote his own conditions. As he did so he said something 

that surprised everyone. 



"Since it is like that then does everyone have someone to become the leader of this group? By the way, I 

don't want to be the leader since I am lazy. If the leader gave orders and they are reasonable then I 

would comply but if it is nonsense then just not speak about it at all~" said Hei Anjing. 

Lou Yan took his contract and gave it to his wife to will it up for him. With this Hei, Anjing can write four 

conditions on his own. Han Ya also did the same thing and gave his contract to An Yuan. For the latter's 

case Manager Gui had made a soft copy and showed it in his mind. He is also writing the four conditions 

for him and Han Ya 

Conditions are written by Hei Anjing and Lou Yan. 

- We will never accept a death order. 

- Order which will result in our partners' or lovers' ugly end would also be ignored. 

- All orders and decisions must be concise and reasonable, if not we are able to refuse to do anything. 

- Asking personal secrets isn't allowed. 

--- 

Conditions are written by An Yuan and Han Ya. 

- In danger, everyone must work together to save the other. 

- Traitors are to be killed. 

- One must share healing props or skills during intense situations. Work together as a team. 

- The goal is to return to reality. 

Everyone was reading the newly written conditions on the contract but everyone's attention had fallen 

on the last condition An Yuan had written. 

Hei Anjing said "This last condition might be a bit hard~. After all, I am planning to live in the Abyssal 

Realm with my husband for this lifetime." 

"Um~ I will take good care of you," said Lou Yan as he hugs his wife from behind and kisses his neck, and 

leans his head on his shoulders. Now Hei Anjing is seated directly on Lou Yan's lap. 

At this scene Manager Gui and Manager Tian had both turned red. It's been a while since they had met 

such a cheesy and shameless couple. They are not blind not to see the hickeys peeking under their 

clothes. 

'[T-This couple is too sickeningly sweet!]' 

Only Han Ya promised An Yuan, "I promised to bring you back to reality, A'Yuan. Regardless of whatever 

must be done, I will definitely fulfill your wish." 

An Yuan was so happy that he hugged Han Ya. He had been wanting to return to reality. Though he 

wasn't obsessed with returning, his real world is still there. 

"Let's return together, Xiao Ya~," said the professor. 



But unknown to him and since he couldn't see at the moment none of the other three were really 

obsessed with reality. Two were beings originally born in an abyssal world while Hei Anjing is an outsider 

whose obsession is his husband, only An Yuan still yearns for the reality he had always known. 

An Yuan waited for too long to hear Han Ya's reply but the man only hugged him in his warm embrace 

without saying a word. 

 


